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1. SYNOPSIS

This report presents the results of a six-month effort by Abt

Associates Inc. to develop a game and explore the feasibility of a com-

puter model based on game findings that simulate some of the major

aspects of the terror-phase of internal revolutionary conflict. The

game, known as the ARPA-AGILE COIN GAME, was played fifteen

times by a varying group of AbL Associates Inc., staff members, area

experts, scholars from Harvard and M. I. T., and players from several

government agencies.

In the course of the manual simulations the game's rules and

conditions were refined toward increasing realism and playability.

A set of detailed flow charts was developed for a design for a

computer model simulation of elements of the terror phase of internal

war, based on the game. The game was refined to the point of readiness

for its application to counterinsurgency (COIN) training.

This reoort covers the usefulness of rianual games and simula-

tion for insurgency research; the COIN Game design, development and

testing; research findings;' the man-machine method for model building;

and the AGILE-COIN model simulation.
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2. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONG LUSIONS

1. The manual game ?nd simulation design demonstrate the feasi-
bility of modeling at least some of the major political and military aspects
of insurgency.

2. The method of developing a man-machine simulation by means
of first designing, operating, and refining a manual game, appears
feasible.

3. Operation of the manual game greatly clarified the subtle and
complex interaction dynamics of responsive decision-making which are
usually most difficult to model directly, thus reducing overall simulation
design time.

4. Display and logic requirements for a complex simulation appear
to be determined most effectively by the operation of a manual game with
substantive experts as players.

5. The manual game, simulating the terror phase of insurgency,
appears. to be a useful training aid for non-expert personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1., The AGILE-COIN GAME simulation design should be programmed,
exercised, tested, and validated for use as a "laboratory" in which alterna-
tive policies can be experimented with, and the consequences of various
assumptions can be forecast.

2. A modification of the game and simulation dealing specifically
with urban insurgency should be designed and programmed.

3., A modification of the game and simulation emphasizing the pre-
violent, subversion aspects should be designed and programmed.

4. A version of the game and simulation that deals with a specific
geographic region at a specific time should be developed using empirical
data.

5. A direct contact should be established and maintained between
simulation designers and operators, and field researchers. In this way
pressing field problems can be researched on a quick-reaction basis, and
the simulation can be improved more rapidly by its exercise of empirical
data.

( -3-



• 3. PROBLETM APPROACH

3.:1 Utilit of Simulation for COIN

The utility of simulation for counterinsurgency is the result

of the complexity of the problem and the state of our knowledge about

it. If the problems of counterinsurgency could be described in terms

of a small number of variables, like most physical processes, mathe-

matical analysis could soon solve them. If the state of social science

knowledge were co:npara-.le to that of the physical sciences, in which

mo, st important variables and relationships ca, i be defined quantita-

tively, direct mathematical analysis would possibly be more attractive

a metnod chan simulation.

The situation now is that we must deal as best we can with a

complex problem that has not been described in quantitative form.

Simulatior is one way of moving from the qualitative to the quantita-

tive, and from subjective impressions to objective analysis, theory

building, experiment, theory correction, prediction, and control. And

that is the final objective of our applied research- -control of insurgencies.

What can simulation do that conventional social science research

cannot? Simulation can integrate many diverse elements of knowledge

about a complex process, where those elements must be so integrated

to operate realistically because they are mutually dependent. Simula-

tion is nothing but the dynamic exercise of a theory about a process in

time, under varying starting conditions, constraints, and parameter

values. As such, simulations are experiments with analogical models

of complex systems such as social groups or military forces that cannot

practically be manipulated for experimental purposes in real life.

The utility of simulation is therefore the utility of experimentation--

basic to the conception, expression, correction, and refinement of theory.

And a theory about a process is essential to its description, prediction,

and control.

Simulation may take the form of manual games, man-machine games,

or all-computer simulations, but they are all basically experiments with

-5
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complex sysi~ems comprising various values, combinations, and relation-
ships of numerous variables. There may be something inelegant and

'brute-force' about 'cut and try' experimentation by simulation techniques

or any other--but it appears to be the only technique we have for learning

about insurgency other than a series of costly wars.

-6



3. 2 Uses of Manual Gaming

A model is a simplified representation of objects, states of

objects, and events. It is oasically a theory about a situation

representing the phenomenon involved in it. Its utility results from

its manipulability in experiments, where experi-mentation with the

real world subject of the mo oel is impractical. Models can be used

to describe, explain, predict, and control. In the case of modeling

or simulating insurgency, we must resort to this form of experimenta-

tion because real world trials are too long and costly, and because the

large number of qualitative variables preclude direct mathematical

analysis.

Games such as the ARPA-AGILE COIN GAME are useful in help-

ing to develop decision models, by providing tests of tlie relevance of

variables and their structural relationships for specific problem contexts

such as terror-phase insurgency. The relative significance of the

qualitatively identified variables in internal revolutionary conflict is

not clearly understood. Manual gaming clarifies their relative importance

in the course of successive plays, providing information useful for quan-

titative weighting factors in a computer model simulation.

Games help develop model theory, suggest hypotheses for test,

and test hypotheses. However, strong inferences cannot be drawn from

game plays concerr~ing decisions made in the reality simulated by the

game, because the behavioral variables cannot be sufficiently controlled

or measured. This is another reason why gaming is no substitute for

model simulation, although it is a useful step toward model simulation.

Manual games offer at least three other important benefits. These

are training, identification of data requirements, and direct stimulation

of insights about the problem gamed.

The current degree of specialization in the social sciences and

engineering arts 'such as computer programming) limits the cornmnunica-

tion between substantive expert and model methodologist. Both experts

and trainees can rapidly understand the rules and events of a COIN game,

-7-
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and are thus able to interact with it critically and creatively. A game
can be considered to be a device for integrating and communicating in-

formation.

Since the most critical early phase of internal revolutionary war

involves political, social, psychological and cultural processes, it seems f
effective to experiment in an arena giving full play to human interactions.

A "manual" game provides rapid, direct human interaction giving play to

the social science variables of interest.

There is some uncertainty about the comprehensiveness of even

our qualitative understanding of the Internal Revolutionary Conflict (IRC) process.

The COIN game has indicated gaps in the substantive coverage of variables,

operations, and data. A com-)uter model would eventually also have indicated

3uch gaps, but only after much expensive programming, de-bugging, simula-

tion, printout analysis, re-design, re-programming, further de-bugging, and

further simulations and analysis.

A manual game car be designed, operated, and modified relatively

quickly--in a matter of a month or two--compared to the better part of a

year at least for a checked-out con'ptter model. Since COIN problemb

are already pressing, no quickly responding technique should b- neglected.

Ix
j

0
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( 4. GAME DESIGN

4. 1 As,3ects of COIN Chosen for Simulation by Manual Gaming

The aspects of COIN chosen for simulation by manual gaming

were those that appeared to offer the best match between extant research

needs and methodological capabilities. T1.e military aspects of guerrilla

warfare are well understood, compared to the politico-military problems

of the prior terror phase.

Scholars ond analysts are in broad agreement that insurgency is

best 'nipped in the bud' -- in the early, or terror phase. In this phase

we have a most complex problem of socio-political interactions with

military operations factors. Examination of some twenty case histories

of insurgencies suggested that the principal variables in this phase are

'loyalty', information, and effective military force. These three types

of variables comprise particularly complex interactions because they

are all mutually interdependent, and because loyalty is so difficult to

c.iefine and measure operationally.

Loyalty, information, and force were therefore chosen to be the

principal problem variables of the manual game simulation. The princi-

pal actors or protagonists chosen were also of three types: Insurgents,

Villagers, and Government Forces. These could easily be translated to

simulate subversives, uncommitted population, and t':-. legal authorities.

This combination of three types of interaction (loyalty, information,

force) in various mixtures among three types of actor groups (insurgents,

villagers, government forces) readily lent itself to manual gaming as the

experimental method. Players could be expected to (and did) feel shifting

loyalties, transmit or deny degrees of truthful or false information, and

exert force where it seemed effective. A naturally absorbing and

dynamic contest for the loyalty, intelligence information, and force

support of the villages by the two belligerents (insurgents and govern-

ment) promised both player involvement and motivation, and a degree

-9-



of realism in simulating the cross-pressures or 'double-binds' to

which uncommitted populations are subject in insurgency.

The intrinsic nature of the competitive situation in these major

variables forced the belligerents to make the difficult tradeoffs be-

tween military and political costs and gains that are so salient in

counterinsurgency.

In sum, the needs of COIN research, the availability of the

gaming technique, and the effectiveness of the particular variables

in generating highly motivated behavioral experiments while simulating

some of the principal problems of insurgency were the reasons for those

variables being chosen for simulation.

0
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4. How Well Dces tne Game Structure Fit the Intended Aspects of
the Real World Situation?

The game structure was intended to simulate one kind of "terror"

phase in insurgency--the transition from Mao's "Phase I" to "Phase II",

expressible as the transition from subversion to guerrilla warfare. As

such, the terror phase incorporates some aspects of both subversion

and guerrilla warfare. Persuasion and coercion are used to gain informa-

tion and recruits in villages. Selective terroristic killing ol government

administrators and hostile villagers is practiced by the insurgents.

Villages may harbor spies and informers, for one or both sides are

poorly informed on the general war situation. The government forces

threaten and cajole and recruit, and are sometimes ambushed or they them-

selves may surprise the insurgents. The larger and more protracted an am-

bush, the greater the probability of its being betrayed. Secure ambushes

provide force effectiveness advantages, but betrayed ambushes incur

force effectiveness penalties.

The game specifically excludes such economic factors as food

control, civic action, and bribery--all important factors in some case

histories. It was the intent he-re to concentrate on those relatively more

simple(but still very complex) situations where economic factors did

not play a major role.

Communication among villages is possible, but somewhat delayed

and unreliable, as might be the case in specifically rural insurgency.

Urban (or suburban) insurgency would require an easily achieved modi-

fication improving ease of ccmmunication among populations.

The insurgents cannot compete openly and directly for political

loyalty in the presence of government forces--they have become wanted

revolutionaries, have gone underground and become outlaws. The

government forces, on the other hand, cannot find or attack any fixed

center of revolutionary occupancy, as they might attack a 'front' organiza-

tion in the pre-violent political organization stage.

-ll-_I



It must be emphasized that the game simulates or.ny some of the

salient situations in the terror-rhase transition from subversion to

guerrilla warfare. Subversizn within the government and insurgent

forces are not simulated (although intra-village conflict and defections

may occur). Ambushes and patrols along roads between villages or in

open country are excluded, to focus action on village intelligence and

loyalties. There is no air support that comes in time to relieve an

ambushed government force, as there well mig•h be. And there is

assumed to be no shortage of arms among insurgents. In short, the

game concentrates on the variables of loyalty, information, and direct

application of force, at the cost of excluding some other important

factors. This appeared to be a necessary simplifiLation for the exer-

cising of a manual game with sufficient frequency for the identification

of decision rules for the planned man-machine simulation. Players

with field experience have nevertheless found even the simplified game

useful in clarifying the relations among loyalty, information, and force.

The following table summarizes what the AGILE COIN Game is

and is not.

-12-
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WHAT THE AGILE COIN GAME

IS and IS NOT

A human player simulation of a A comprehensive simulation
few of the important local factors of all aspects of insurgencies
in the transition from subversion in general, or of a particular
to guerrilla warfare, insurgency.

A simulation of the interaction of A simulation of the detailed
political loyalties, military tactics of counterinsurgency
forces, and intelligence about warfare or political subver-
loyalties and forces. sion.

A simulation of a small number A simulation of an entire
of small village communities country, or of the capital
responding alternatively to gov- city of a country.
ernment and insurgent presence
and demands.

A simulation of coercion and A simulation of economic and
counter-coercion using terror ideological pressures and
(threats of and simulated promises used to influence
murder and abduction), im- village populations.
pressment, recruiting, and
protection.

A simulation of a few of the poli- A simulation of the complete
tical responses to terror in the political process in villages.,
villages.

Group training with maximum A predictive technique ior de-
student participation (learning termining the real world out-
by doing). come of certain combinations

of variables and strategies.

-13-
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( 5. GAME DEVELOPMENT AND TEST

5. 1 Development History of the AGILE COIN GAME

The AGILE COIN Game was continuously developed throughout

the study period by rule changes and refinements after successive plays.

After about the fifth play, the major changes had been made, but refine-

ments continued after each of the remaining ten sessions.

The first set of rules involved considerations of food, as well

as those of ambush, impressment, and terror. Rates for production

and consumption of food were set so that village labor produced rather

small margins; insurgents were heavily dependent on village food supplies;

forces of either side left in ambush had to be fed before villagers; the

government had access to mechanical harvesters to increase the efficiency

of food production that could be given to villages, but government forces

left in ambush required more food than insurgents left in ambush; and

thei e was a time delay of unproductive activity before death when food

supplies were less than consumption requirements. The belligerents

could give or destroy food, release men for work in the villages, give

or destroy harvesters, leave ambushes, and kill and impress villagers.

Life was threatened by both killing and starvation. The first game was

played by six villagers in the same room being visited alternately by the

government and insurgent players and using various colored playing cards

to represent people, food, and harvesters. In order to win, the insurgnut

was required to maintain: the loyalty of four of the six villages for three

consecutive moves; the government's objectives were to avoid the in-

surgent's winning: and villages had only to survive and attempt to

accumulate food. These provisions are listed in detail in Appendix A.

The first play with these rules resulted in the belligerent's

attempting to secure village loyalty by responding to their demands for
workers and harvesters with primary motivation produced by desires

for economic growth. Criticism of this game was focused on the lack

of terrorism and the unrealistically perfect communications between the

villages.

-15-



Before the second play, a major change in the rules was

made by eliminating all considerations of food, based on the ,issumption

that the game should be limited to situations where the food supply was

of much less concern than acts of terrorism, impressment, and military

engagements. To provide more realistic communications between villages,

the players were spread lut into two rooms, and contact was made by talk-

ing through open doors and eavesdropping. Further ux~certainty was added

by keeping secret the initial size of the insurgent force. Belligerents were

no longer allowed to release their forces for work in the villages. The

criteria for winning were changed requiring for an insurgent to win, the

loyalty of 40% of the villages for 3 consecutive moves and a 20% increase in

his starting forces and for a government win, the loyalty of 80% of the villages

for 3 consecutive moves and a decrease of 20% in the starting force of the

insurgent. The winning village was the one whose loyalty was toward the

winning side at the end of the game and which had suffered the least loss of

population. These win criteria remained roughly constant throughout the

remainder of the game development.

Rules for the third playing of the game added constraints to the

use of belligerent forces, by allowing villagers to resist imposed actions

by giving them small but significant force effectiveness, by limiting im-

pressment to 3 times the siae of the visiting belligerent force, by requiring

a training period of 2 moves before impressed villagers could become effective

members of the belligerent's force, and by limiting the military use of trained

impressed villagers to only those situations where ar, equal number of cadre

were present. The role of the government village administrator was also

introduced as a source of accurate information for the government about the

village. However, the administrator couldlie killed by either the insurgent

or the villager himself. At this point the administrator and the village chief

were both represented by a single player. This switching of roles was subse-

quently found to be rather difficult, and additional players were provided to be

government administrators for the eleventh and subsequent plays of the game.

-16-



Telephones with an intercom system were used to imprcve govern-

ment communications with the villages for the fifth play, and the use of

this system was continued until an outdoor game (the fourteenth) required

the use of a courier for message delivery. The courier system provided

more reali tically delayed message transmission and written records of

communications for post-game analysis, and the courier was retained for

both belligerents (without the telephone system) for the fifteenth play.

Other rule refinements included imposing desertion rates for belli-

gerent forces and keeping the quantitative values of the win criteria secret

(game 11); increasing villager uncertainty about the rules by denying rule

information about actions, rates, sizes, and force effectiveness values

(game 13); and adding multi-man villages Itgame 6) with "he chief elected

by majority rule for intra-village politics (game 14). Taie rules for game

15 emphasize conflict within villages by assigning an equal number of the

village population to each village player at the beginning of the game. In

this situation, a village chief is still elected by majority rule, but village

players have more autonomy because of their control of a specific portion

of the village popi-1 -tion.

Final game rules and material for game play can be found in

Appendix B.

The final game is one of conflict between 3 groups:. Villages,

Insurgents, and the Government. It includes specific provisions for the

following actions:

1. Exnression of loyalty by villagers

2. Conflict within villages

3. Definition of winners

4. Changes of player resources

5. Military engagements including various levels of surprise

6. Casualty calculations including village cross-fire losses

7. Government and Insurgent recruitment and impress;ment
of villagers

8. Village capabilities to resist belligerent actions

9. A system of Government administrators and a corm-nu~aica-
tions system 4

-17-



10. Courier services for both belligerents

11. Desertion from military forces

12. Constraints on force deployments

13. Propaganda

14. Training time periods from impressment to actual use
in military actions

15. Return of conscripts

16. Ambush emplacement and warning

17. Reconnaissance

18. Individual villagers or village factions leaving to join
belligerent forces

19. Spies

20. Counter-ambushes

Displays of the major game variables and events are maintained

while the game is in progress. Displays and results of past games ana-

lyses are shown in APPENDIX A. A description of Game 15 follows.

3-.-



SYNOPSIS OF PLAYER POLICIES

Game 15

The Government

The Government did not play a very active role in trying to win the

allegiance of the villagers. Most of their efforts were concentrated on

luring the Insurgents into an ambush or by wearing down the patience

of the opposition. They impressed villagers in order to have leverage in

forcing the villagers to be on good behavior, but village loyalty reports

suggest that impressment efforts may have backfired, since the highest

Insurgence sympathy was found in the village of earliest impressment, wvhile

the greatest Government loyalty was in Village C, where the Government

impressed no troops at all.

Many players on both sides thought that the best Government strategy

involved (at least in part) a large randomly roving ambush, However, as the

Government's large-ambush policy lost credibility as an effective and

convincing tactic, the Government lost allegiance in all villages except C

and eventually placed more emphasis on smaller patrols.

In the post-game critique, all players were askeL to select the most

effective strategy for the Government, as well as its worst mistake. Individual

members of the Government team supported a policy of:

Convincing one village by making protection contingent on loyalty;

"Get tough! (We didn't do enough of it)"
"Forcing options on people -- forces a choice. Waiting paid off."
(Administrator) "Should show more interest in the villagers on

one hand, be more aggressive on the other. Goe-,ernnient too tactless

with the villagers. "

(Further suggestions): (Insurgent) "large moving ambushes"

(Villager) "be less vacillating"

The Government team thought its worst mistake was:

"Leaving ambush "Ln a village of questionable loyalty"

"Being too soft once force had been decided upon"

"Betrayal of ambush at Village C"

f• (Suggestions): (Insurgent) Insufficient ambushes

(Control) "failing to deny Insurgenm access to village"

-19-



The Insurgents

The Insurgents made a greater attempt at propagandizing and

recruitment than the Government, stressing their loyalty needs and promising

return of impressed troops. Their military tactics involved primarily

a roving and probing force which occasionally clashed with Government

troops. They sent out numerous one-man recon patrols, celying on these

and village warnings to reveal government ambushes. The Insurgents

left no ambushes in the villages, but performed a number of counter

ambushes.

Additional components of Insurgent strategy were to:

1., Execute village administrators immediately, to deny the Govern-

ment vital information and village contact. (There was seldom

any village opposition to losing administrators. Village A preferred

it as an aid to their playing both sides in the conflict.)

2. Reward loyal villages and punish neutral or pro-Government villages

which continued to frustrate them in the latter stages of the game.

3., Stress the bestiality (but not weakness) of the Government while

proclaiming its own military power (while neglecting to take

advantage of its early counterambush victories).

The Insurgent team considered its most effective strategy was to:
" win military engagements"

"get tough

(Further suggestions): (Control) "impress men as hostages to

force good behavior"
(Villager) "avoid conflicts"

(Control) "use terror and impressment

tactics more effectively"

The Insurgent team thought its worst mistakes were not publicizing

military victories and in accidentally killing villagers. Control also

mentioned missed information on government ambushes.

-20-



Village A Strategy

The objective was to play up to both sides, orient the village so that it could

switch easily to the winning side, and try to keep both tiides--especially Che

ambushes -- out of the village (by telling the Government the village was trying

to set up a rebel ambush for them to counterambush, and then telling the

insurgents that the village was ioyal and that no rebel ambush was necessary

there). Efforts were also made to persuade the Government to release im-

pressed men., Since nether side left oIf ambuzhes in Village A after the

first few moves and 5h'-h were led to believe in the village's professions of

loyalty, there was little belligerent animosity towards it. Thus Village A

contained 84 men at the end of the game, the highest total of the three

villages.

Village B Strategy

Village B began neutral, trying to decide which would be the winning military

force, Government or Insurgent. It changed to pro-Government when the

Government showed signs of winning, but turned neutral when the Government

vacillated and announced a general an-nesty (a sign of weakness to the villagers).

This defection frustrated and angered the Government forces. Meanwhile the

insurgents were making little headway in this village. In the end, Village B

remained neutral, but with a population of only 61 men, the lowest number.

According to one member of Control, the attitude of B "finally wore both

belligerents down and would have backfired with another round."

Village C Strategy

"village C Also began neutral but on move 8 switched to pro-government for

the rest of the game. The Insurgents were very slow to start in the village:

only twice did they visit with a force greater than two men, the first time

to impress '0 men, the latter on a successful counterambush on the 15th

move., The Insurgents became unhappy with the -illage strategy (despite

scattered attempts by the villagers to prove loyalty), as one Insurgent mes-

sage warned: "Need recruits, unless you cooperate, warn of ambushes, etc.,

we shall take stern measures." Village C ended the game with an intermediate

population of 64,
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Note: Thc complete formulation of three separate village strategies,

itself, underlines one significant finding from the game development:'

rlti.-vn.an tearns play much more consistently to attain their ob-

jectives.

Game Result

The game ended in a draw, with Village C pro-Government, Village B

neutral, and Village A 1/3 Insurgent and 2/3 neutral. The Insurgents had

gained forces through impressment, but had insuffici.--it success in winning

popular loyalty,

The following graph displays the history of village populations

and loyalties reported by each faction (player) in each village.
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5. 2 Playtr Criticisms

The following pertinent criticisms have been raised:

1. There are problems of cultural limitation which affect princi-
ally 11,,Mot-i•r+ nn in the game. but also the structure:

a. Western bias toward rationality, forms of justice,
trust, ind•pendence, and his capacities for sympathy
and empathy;

b. American perceptions of common interests among
villagers leading to coalition;

c. American competitiveness;

d. Villages have no empathy for the gamers Government
administrators and feel no terror with their death, if
killed by the insurgents; they may even prefer to have
him killed to facilitate plotting and intrigue.

2. An unrealistic aspect of the game is the somewhat artificial
payoff (or win) for the villagers. In reality, their winning coali-
tior. with a temporarily strengthened insurgency might result in
higher costs from government reprisals.

3. The present win criteria are unrealistic and should be modified
to depend on relative improvement (as in a real slice of war).

kIncorporated into the teaching game. )

4. Village coalitions are unrealistic as outcome determiners.
Communications by courier rather than telephone and face-to-face
contact between villagers has dampened this effect since game 10,)

5. Government and Insurgent inabilities to materially reward
their supporters is a distortion of reality.

5.3 Uses of the AGILE COIN Research Game

The AGILE COIN game, simulating the terror phase of internal revo-

lutionary conflict in a general rural country framework, was designed as the

first step in assessing the feasibility of a computer simulation. However,

as a by-product, the game appeared to be sufficiently realistic to be ased as

a training device.

rhe game as a training device provides high player involvement and

consequently high learning potential. In addition, mistaken action, such as

tactical maneuvers for military gain without allowance for political conse-

quences, are punished quickly and the neophyte soon learns that he must

attend to the political as well as the military problems.
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Games can complement actual field experience by acquainting

students with the cross-pressures felt by villagers and belligerents

alike, by preparing them to ask the right kinds of questions in the field,

and by exposing them to the consequences of ineffective or dangerous

actions in the classroom rather than in the field. Materials for the

school game are in APPENDIX B.
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• 6. RESEARCH FINDINGS

Increased understanding of IRC relationships hna re-+te r-.. -

the experience of game design, operation, observation, and refinement,

phased with the discipline imposed by flow-chart construction. The inter-

action of tl-e major gamed variables of political loyalty, political and I
military intelligence, and military force, has also created a body of at-

tendant relations expressing political and psychological perception, irra-
tional responses to uncertainty, decision-making trade-offs and tactical

and strategic preferences.

The following section presents these findings in two forms: One

confirming well-known relations, and the other suggesting new relations.

Finally, these research findings have been classified into major problem

areas for further IRC research, with suggested hypotheses to investigate

the areas.

6. 1 ;,..me Observed Relations

Stru-:ctural relations among the variables emerging from the AGILE

COIN Game are embodied and best displayed in the simulation flow charts

in APPENDIX C. The relations between action and psychological factors,

particularly those relevant to perception, motivation, intention, and trust,

are suggestive by-products of manual games, and fruitful ground for hypo-

thesis building.

The results of analysis suggest some of the relations between the

major variables and reported village loyalty. While these results are of

no statistical significance, and are not substantive from actual IRC situa-

tions, they do illuminate psychological factors important to the under-

standing of the motivational and perceptual phenomena of the decision-

processes in IRC situations. Their usefulness is two-fold: In identifying

biases in the decision-making process and in the interpretation of other's

actions.
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"I. "Irrational" Factors Influencing Loyalty and Action

A. Threat to possessions (as established government or village)
often leads to anger and involvement and consequent conserva-
tism, fedr L• take ri-sks foz long- .. i.

B. Intolerance of neutrality evidenced in belligerent tendency to
perceive all villages as in favor or against--leads to self-
fulfilling prophecy of neutral's eventual hostility by anti-neutral
behavior. (Well known in psychological literature.)

C. Belligerent tends to overestimate resources of opponent.

D. Once committed, villager interpretations of actions are strongly
inflaenced by present loyalty. (Well known, but cor,'-rmed,)

E. Empathy for other villagers can determine loyalty unless over-
ruled by competitiveness, sufficient reward, or loyalty influ-
enced perception.

F. Protection is often sought on declaration of loyalty for one belli-
gerent even though it raises other's suspicions and creazes a
target, drawing crossfire losses.

G. Village is always shorter-sighted than belligerent., (Reported,
here confirmed.)

H. Terror often misperceived as retribution-- senseless killing is
not understood by Americans (and others).

I. Creation of team-feeling in village by sharing plans, intelligence,
and strategy, influences loyalty.

J. When one belligerent counterambushes successfully, he usually
has had the help (intelligence) of another villager., This tends to
be interpreted by the villager at the scene of the engagement as
political strnqgth on the part of the counterambusher,

K.. The imperfect communication among participants tends to result
in an over-valuing of the available information, including attri-
butions of rational strategic meaning to inadvertent errors.

L, People will react unfavorably to inconsistent behavior. Consistent
behavior, almost but not quite regardless of how brash it is, will
lead to more stable loyalty attitudes.

M. Initial tendencies to pledge and maintain loyalty rapidly give way
to sets o! actions which are aimed soley at self-preservation.
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II. Variables Influencing Loyalty

A, Return of recruits--increased loyalty toward impressor (al-
though net loyalty loss may remain).

C. Inertia from past loyalty position (known)
D. Commitmient to the impressor from manpower invested in

recruitment or impressment (presumably through hope of
returnees).

E. Principle or ganie-derived sense o-f Justice"j

F. Administrators protected by ambush swing loyalty toward
government -- where ambush alone would not.

G. Visits as evidence of interest in village

H. Protection when village feels other belligerent distrusts it,
increases loyalty for protector

I. Threat of execution (murder) with evidence of intent (known,

shown how important in game)

J,, Empathy for actions in other villages

K. Crossfire further polarizes village loyalty

L. Coalition among villages moves all in majority direction

III., Motive Structure and Decision Criteria Ranking with Time

Fear of loss of men Desire to end wvar
Motive Desire to increase Fear of loss of men
Strength number TIM Image of belligerents

Image of belligerents Desire to increase
Desire to end war numbers

The rise of "desire to end war" on the winning side as a motive appears

to follow closely the attrition of village population through crossfire and im-

pressment, and thus failure in avoiding loss of men. Also significant is the

increasing degree of partisan commitment with time and the sense that the

only justification and solution for the villagers' loss of men is to take an ac-

tive role in determining the winner, anc. to win.
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IV. Observed Village Responses to Belligerent Action

Impressment--Loyalty rises for in.pressing belligerent if sense of commit-
ment and hope of return outweight anger at loss of men;
otherwise loyalty falls. Return of impressed men increases
village loyalty unless more were promised than were &c-
tually returned.

Unspecified Threat--Leads to resistance and anger.

SpecifiL Threat --of retribution or threat to kill men to induce loyalty change,
information, etc., proved successful. When not in retribu-
tion, action as evidence of intent to carry out threats speeds
result.

Execution--Without reason leads to resistance by villagers.

Presence of Belligerent--Ambush in a village influences initial commitments;
after partisan declaration, crossfire and administrators be-
come more important.

Crossfire--Losses resulting in displeasure sufficient to change loyalty
further polarize village--change does not depend on who laid
the ambush.

Evaluation of Belligerent Competence--is important in initial loyalty deter-
minant weighting initiative, predictability, Insurgeni attack
on Government Hq., etc.

Example of other Villages--leads to empathetic response against terrorizing
belligerent as often as warning of what might happen to observ-
ing village.

Participation--with belligerent increases loyalty toward him whether due to
recruitment, intelligence offering, or harboring ambush.

Feedback--on belligerent plans and treatment as team--mate influences
loyalty in favor of belligerent.

Extreme--forms of kindness or brutality are often seen by villagers as
signs of weakness.

V. Loyalty-Shifting Behavior

Changing loyalty position results in servile hehavior toward and ex-

pressions of loyalty for the belligerent decided against, which are much more

pronounced than those for the belligerent actually favored. (Suspected, but

surprisingly hard for the players to perceive, at least in the course of the

game.)
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VT. Variables Influenced by Loyalty and Intelligence

Loyalty and confidence strongly affect the availability, accuracy, and
timeline3s of intelligence.

Intelligence is useless un.ess rapidly exploited by effective plans and de-
-iqions (well known but shown how important in game).

Forces with good intelligence but few resources tend to dominate forces

with superior resources but poor intelligence.

Unpredictable applications of political and military resources are the
most effective (well known but shown how important in game).,

Face-to-face meetings more effectively solicit loyalty and information
than indirect communications (well known but shown how important in
game).

The villagers respond to belligerent actions in reasoniable terms of the
villager's perception of the situation. However, different villagers may
react differently to the same action. Likewise a given villager may
respond differently to the same action at different times. For example,
a village may consider that a certain belligerent action is justified at one
point in the game, but not at some later point. The specific response to
a given belligerent action depends on the interpersonal relationships in-
volved (social, political, economic, etc.) and, to a certain extent, the
villager's sense of "justice" (ideology).
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6,2 Hypotheses f-or Validation and Test f

The following eleven problems, about which many hypotheses may be

formed, summarize the major substantive areas for research stemming from

the analysis of AGILE COIN Game data:

1. What is the changing, best, and most timely, partition of poli-
tical (loyalty) resources among political demands for popular de-
cisions and conflicting military demands for information and security,
as loyalties and powers shift with time? Political analysis has dealt
with this on a static, instantaneous basis, but not with the dynamics.,

2. What is the changing, best, and most timely, partition of mili-
tary (fire-power and mobility) resources among political dermaiids
for "presence" and civil security, and conflicting miliyary dlemands
for risk-taking deceptions and ambushes, as loyalties and power
shift with time? Military operations research has dealt with opti-
mal force allocation under known utilities, but not where force
utilities shift suddenly within subjectively distorted perceptions
of power and reward structures.

3. What is the non-belligerent, uncommitted neutrals (villager
or peasant) definition of victory? This must be operationally and
behaviorally defined.

4. How do the non-belligerent neutrals know who is "winning", by
their own definition of victory?

5. What effect do these concepts and perceptions of neutrals of
gains and losses have on behavior in response to the actions of the
belligerents?

6. What is the neutral awareness of "the rules of the game" for
the belligerents--that is, of the constraints on their actions as a
function of their degree of piovocation?

7. What is the nature of the barndwagon effect? To what extent is
loyalty affected by perception of who is winning? What "s the force
of the desire to be on the winning side, regardless of which side
that is, as measured by the sacrifices of benefits it will induce?

8. What is the nature of the "reverse" bandwagon effect? In the
game villagers tend to switch loyalties if their original side goes
for a long time without any perceived progress. Will loyalty be
attributed in a static case, with no progress? This is reputed to
happen in U.S. labor unions,
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9. How is strength perceived in factors other than military
victories ?

10. What is effect of actions in other villages? Military victories ?
Terror? Favoritism?
S 11 •,4 I.4 ,. 114; ,-.,,*4.,+ •a 1-, ,',,.,-,A ','. .'",11 * ,1 ,'12 e ,, ,rn r

neutrals (villagers) from a military eng.gernent ?

The first class of prob'lems to emerge might be characterized as

one of the dynamics of forceb. Given the interactions of several mutually

dependent political and military forces over time, there is the difficult

class of problems concerned with such questions as how much of which

furce is enough to result in a given desired state of the system. rhese

are essentially quantitative problems of reducing disparate typcs of forces

such as loyalty and firepower to commenzurables, determining net

resultant forces from a set of commensurable vectors, and calculating

the effects of timing in the interactions of forces(how much is too little

and/or too late?).

The dynamics of forces problems may be explored and solved by

analytic techniques, beginning with logical analysis using computer

simulation, and building to mathematical analysis. The second class

of problems are distinguished from the first in that they are factual rather

than formal, and usually qualitatively expressed rather than quantitative.

These are problems of the empirical nature of the substantive elements of

internal revolutionary conflict, such as how various events are perceived

by significant actors. Where the dynamics problem is to calculate the

resultant of a given set of related political and military forces, the iactual

problem is to determine what the nature and strength of these forces actually

is in real revul-.1" na ry situations. This data problem cannot be solved hy

analytic techniques, although analytic techniques can identify the mosL

critical variables for which data must be collected. The data problem

can only be solved by the collection and analysis of the data.

The manual game provides no statistics of great significance and

serves only to identify alternative responses to gamed variables, criteria

bearing on decisions, and requirements for data. It has, however, suggested
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hypotheses worthy of "test" in the field and by simulation, which are

listed below.

The possible hypotheses are of several types: those derived from

real-world or game experience to be investigated in the simulation or to

test the simulated model; and those suggested through simulation for real

worlh validation. From the AGILE COIN game three sets of hypotheses

have emerged:

1. Those expressing apparent relations in the game and deserving
real-world validation;'

II. Those expressing a subset of the possible reactions following a
specific event, which deserve simulation. and real-world
experimentation to determine the input sensitivity and out-
come manipulability;

III. Those expressing possible relations in the real-world for both
simulation and data collection.

I. A. Belligerents perceive neutrals as in opposition:

B. Indiscriminate terror is misperceived as retribution.

C. Return of conscripts increases loyalty toxward the impressor, but
may still result in a net loss.

D, Collateral losses further polarize, but do not reverse, village
loyalty.

E. Reprisal, in the form of killing men, at some low level rc-ults
in anger and resistance; at higher level in submission.

F. Killing a government official in a village either favors or, at
least, does not detract from the Insurgent image--i. e.,, s cost-
less to the insurgent.

G. Broken promises are construed as weakness of the promising party.

H., Absence is interpreted as weakness and causes loss of loyalty.

I. Propaganda is discounted; but absence of propaganda is perceived
as weakness.

J. Mutual village dfstru`t increases monotonically with the overall
level oi terror.
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II. A. Impressment results in:

Favorable loyalty to impressor through commitment;

Unfavorable loyalty to impressor through loss of men.

B. Reprisal in another village results in:

Favorable attitude ttward reprising belligerent if viewed as
warning;

Unfavorable attitude toward reprislag belligerent if viewed
empathetically.

(Why one view or the other is taken is unknown.)

C. Ambush deployment results in favorable loyalty shift if viewed as
protection, and unfavorable if seen as an invitation to repris;4.

D. Direction of loyalty shift by village faced with purposive terror is
determined by the credibility of the "terrorizer's" ability to
maintain that terror level. (Strength vs opponent)

E. Neutrality under terror becomes less attractive only if one
belligerent is perceived as winnirng; otherwise, neutrality is
the only viable state, but often becomes an active playing off
of both sides against each other.

F. Village losses greater than some threshold give rise to
anomic behavior, or to fierce partisanship.

III. A. Partisanship of villages arises as war progresses and losses
mount, because "winning" the war is the only justification for
the dead.

B. Neutral villages are influenced by empathy and example, while
committed villages are not.

C. Participation, coerced or not, by villager in belligerent planning,
deceiving opponent, providing intelligence, or harboring an am-
bush increases loyalty toward belligerent--an accomplice effect.

D. Cchesive villages are much less bound by prevIous commitment
to belligerent than factional villages and may swiftly reverse
loyalty (less misperception of own interest or accelerating effects
of agreement?)

E. Contact (visits, etc. ) all by itself induces loyalty.
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4 7. MAN-MACHINE SIMULATION

7. 1 Requirements and App- ications

The objectives of military social science research in counter-
insurgency are both basic and applied. A basic research objective is
the improvement of theoretical understanding of military-political-

social interactions in insurgency. Applied research objectives may

include:

1. Training of military and other personnel dealing with

insurgency.

2. Data collection requirements, priorities, sorting, and

processing needs.

3. Action policy experimentation, generating and assessing

the outcomes of alternative strategies under diverse

military, political, and social conditions.

4. Intelligence collection requirements, priorities, and

assessment.

5. Indicator identification and reporting, on the basis of
improved theoretical understanding, data processing,

and action policy experimentation.

6. Forecasting of probable results of current activities under
specified conditions or changes.

7. Planning, or contingency plans generation, on the basis of
improved theoretical understanding from basic research and
the results of action policy experimentation, background

data processing, and forecasting.
These research objectives, basic and applied, can be achieved more

promptly and effectively through the use of manual gaming and computer

simulation.

Training is a problem in learning. The findings of current education

techniques research strongly indicate the need for active student participa-
tion, immediate reinforcement, role playing, and autc-instruction for rapid
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and thorough 1 trn'ng to occur. Thef.se needs are met almost ideally by

student participation in a manual game, such as the ARPA-AGILE COIN

GAME, which is the closest possible training experience to actual "learning

by doing" in the field. These human participation needs are obviously not

met by all-computer simulation.

Data collection, for such complex socio-political processes as

insurgency, is partly a problem in selectivity and subsequent concentra-

tion of collection resources. As in good reconnaissance practice, it is

impractical to collect "everything about everything". To know what Ls

most worth collecting is to know how to allocate collection resources

efficiently. Efficiency of data collection is essential in the case of

.isurgency research, where field units are saturated with operational

problen-is and have only very limited time to devote to reporting. To

establish criteria of data "worth", an overall theoretical understanding

of insurgency is essential. This understanding can be improved in the

relatively unschooled by participation in the COIN GAME, but for sophisti-

cated students of insurgency more precision and variable interaction

capacity is needed before gains in knowledge can be achieved. This pre-

cision and capacity is possible with computer simulation of insurgency

processes.

Action policy experimentation with games and computer simulations

is a less time consuming, less critical, and less costly means for determin-

ing possible consequences of hypothetical strategies than actual field trials.

More realistic complexity can be encompassed by machine simulation than

by paper-and-pencil analysis. The biases of individual analysts can to

some extent be cancelled or compensated by others' biases in multi-

player manual games. The psychological mechanism of denial of un-

pleasant consequences may operate in individual analyses, but in a

competitive game simulation the nastiest possible countermeasures

will tend to be exposed. War gaming has been and continues to be the

principal means of action policy experimentation. Unfortunately the

great complexity of the political, military, and social issues of insurgency

require either excessive limitation of scope or simplification of the content
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of sach games, or impractically large and complicated games. Computer

simulations alone can remove these information capacity limitations, but

only at the cost of the direct accessibility flexibility, and human behavioral

interaction of the manual games. A combination of manual gaming and

computer simulation- -man- machine simulation- -overcomes the limitations

of either exclusive approach.

Intelligence collection requirements and priorities are a iunction of

the relative significance of various military, political, and societal capabili-

ties and intentions. This relative significance can be determined by sub-

jective judgment, or by scientific reasoning, or both. Scientific reasoning

is obviously desired, and it must be based on validated theory concerning

the actual processes of insurgency. These can be observed empirically and

analyzed during and after the fact, or observed and analyzed experimentally

before they occur with hypothetical simulations. Simulation is the only

scientific means by which the. theoretical understanding necessary for

intelligence requirements formulation can be developed for hypotheLical

insurgencies that have not yet occurred.

Indicator identification forecasting, and planning, like intelligence

collection requirements, depends on the theoretical understanding of hypo-

thetical insurgencies that can be developed through simulation.

The following table shows some of the advantages and limitations of

manual gaming alone, all-computer simulation alone, and the combination

of the two in the form of man-machine simulation. Apparently only man-

machine simulation can accomplish the above requirements and applications

of insurgency research, without the limitations inherent in manual gaming

or computer simulation alone.

C
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Advantages Advantages Advantages
of Manual of All-Computer c Man-
Gaming Simulation Machine

I Simulation

-- direct user access -- precise quantitative -- direct user access
accounting of all
interactions and events -- precise quantitative

- -human behavioral -- very large amounts accounting of inter-

involvement and of data processed actions

experimentation rapidly (could exercise -- human behavioral
large number of in-dependent actors). involvement and

-- rapid, cheap experimentation

modification where proven theory

-- rapid, relatively is not yet available
cheap large number -- large number of

-- direct observation of plays needed for independent actors
of results of statistical significance each exercising many
decisions variables can be-- good control over

variables under study processed and
recorded

-- statistical signifi-
cance can be achieved
by very large number
of plays at acceptable
costs.

-- lirect observation
of results of decisions

-- good control over
variables

-- rapid modification
and expansion
capability

Limitations of Limitations of Limitations of
Manual Gaming All-Computer Man-MachhieSimulation Simulation

-- s-sall number of -- no direct complete
independent actors access by non-technical - -only time, money,

- - many qualitative users and imagination
variables -- absence of experimenta- available

-- difficult to control tion with human behavioral
variables responses

-- poor accounting of-- poor accnterationg -- slow relatively expensive
complex interactions mdfctoand eentsmodif ication
and events

-tatistically significant
number of plays very
expensive. -40-



7,2 ARPA AGILE COIN Game as a Man-machine Simulation

To investigate the feasibility of taking advantage of the benefits

offered by computer assistance, the game was converted to flow charts,

suitable for programming and designed to permit variable degrees of

human participation in the simulation. The results of this work are pre-

sented in APPENDIX C.

Before building the simulation., we must decide on how it will be

used--be several people interacting simultaneously--or by only the com-

puter's running many games for statistical purposes. In converting a game

to a closed simulation for statistical runs, we can take advantage of this

knowledge of its use to structure the flow chart logic and mathematics for

convenience of programming. When several players are going to interact

continuously with the simulation, different and novel methods must be em-

ployed. The AGILE COIN game is to be used for research for understand-

ing and controlling insurgency, and we do not yet know how to describe the

phenomenon in a simple set of equations. We have therefore constructed

an open simulation which can be "taught" and which can teach by interaction

with experts. In addition, we have had to simulate the actors so that the

machine can play the positions not manned externally.

These considerations led to structuring the simulation around the

men right from the start, rather than introducing the men after the simula-

tion was constructed. This method avoids the pitfalls of incorporating logic

from which the expert is excluded. Three modes of interactions were con-

sidered in the flow chart design--an analyst mode, a player mode, and a

machine mode.

In the analyst mode an expert is allowed t- teach the simulation to

respond correctly. The expert is given the identical set of information as

the simulation and is asked to choose an action or response. If the expert

chooses differently from the model, he is interrogated to see why he chose

as he did. This process may result in new logic or a resetting of decision

parameter weights. In the second mode of man-machine interaction, the

player-mode, the player is treated like a game partic~pant and receives no

more information than he would in a game. The simulation responds to his

actions, loyalty settings and communications impassive'y, merely setting

corresponding variables.
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In the third or machine mode, the simulation plays all parts. In

this mode the simulation must respond to the situation, react realistirally

and may even modify its behavior over time. Characteristic player

personalities can be provided parametically, and determines how he will

act, how fast he will learn, what general policy be will follow, etc. As

many personalities can be simulated as desired.

One other requirem taent in designing the simulation was the develop-

ment of the displays to a state that the men could easily digest the informa-

tion and react to it swiftly. A further refinement finds the machine needing

to stimulate the men or analyst, and this is done using the Socratic dialogue

technique in which the computer asks the questions or provides setE of

alternatives and asks the player to respond. This form of interaction re-

quires careful attention in simulation building to the information ne eds of

the men at each step of the logic. The flow charts are designed to show

the man-machine interactions and information flow. The variables have

been designed so that communication from man to machine can be easily

translated into variable sett'±gs.
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8. THE SIMULATION

8. 1 Variable Identification

8. 1..1 Tb'z Process of Game-to-Model Transformation

Even the most structured sort of game involving human players has

implied elements. Besides the rules and procedures which are outlined by

the referees and written instructions, there are unwritten, unspoken, and un-

thought-of constraints and bounds on the players. People are bound by the

conventions and rituals of ordinary human interaction. A computer has no

knowledge of these bounds, nor does a mathematical model, and for this

reason, the process of proceeding from a game to a simulation can also

be described as one of extraction of more and more of the implicit rules of

the game, or of going from an implicit to an explicit structure.

To begin building a simulation from a game, we extract the most

explicit structure and variables available. These are the variables con-

cerned in making displays and those passed between or among players in

written form. In the AGILE-COIN game, such variables as ambush presence

and size, loyalties, populations, and administrator presence were isolated

in this manner. The variables used in determining the winner of the game

were also isolated, for the determination of the victor is among the most

structured parts of the game. Extraction of these very obviously important

variables is easy, for they appear again and again in communications, dis-

cussions, debriefings, and in the rules. I

An attempt was made at isolating some components of the decision-

making process by correlation of input actions and information, and obser-

vable decisiona. Thic was done in the model development by charting the

obvious variables and attempting to justify various hypotheses about actions

and their effects. At this point it was possible to use the initial manual

play-through of the preliminary simulation to discover more of the implicit

structure. Experienced players were used, and the game developed in a

manner similar to an ordinary game, except that there was no secrecy

involved, and all decisions were made in as methodical and straight-

forward a manner as possible. The game was conducted in a Socratic

manner by control with each participant describing his mental processes

and actions as ciearly as possible. Several games of this sort were played

C to extract enough information about the structure and processes of the

gamo.' to build a preliminary flow-chart model. At this point, the flow

charts were checked through for accuracy and "reasonableness", and
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changes and corrections made. More play-throughs and corrections

took place and the model became increasingly quantitative.

The flow charts and equations and the changes and corrections

that have been made in them up to this point have been educated guesses

about the nature of the game. The game is a "black box" analogue of

the actual situation, responding to inputs as would the real situation

similarly to but not one-for-one with the real world processes. The

flow charts, therefore, are rough descriptions of the analogue to the

real situation, and cannot be tested very rigorously for the dynamics

that have characterized the game. The process is illustrated in

Figure 8.,1. 1.

Once the model has been programmed and is running on the corn-

puter, the dynamics must be evaluated all over again by the expert players

and the area experts. This evaluation is, of course, more easily and

quickly done than the original game validation due to the comparative ease

of making many computer runs as opposed to holding game sessions. Evalu-

ation is also easier due to the fact that the game exists as a model for com-

parison.,
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Figure 8.1.. 1

GAME -TO-SIMULATION PROCESS

Rule Changes - Evaluation Early Game Play

Discovery of Game
Dynamicsii,

Extraction of Obvious Variables

from Written Data, Rules, Ob-

servation, and Correlation

SExtraction of Early Manual Simulation

Decision-Making Structure Construction of
and Less Obvious VariableR Flowcharts

Extrapolation of Structure

in wbich t'he Game is Embedded Computer Programming

Debugging of Computer
Model

Validation of Computer Program Changes to

Model Dynamics Computer Model
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8. 1. Z AGILE-COIN Game Model Variables

In the AGILE-COIN game, there are three main types of variables;

State variables, Strategy variables, and Temporal varialles. The State

valiables are those which define the state of the game at any point in time.

They can be used to provide a "snapshot" of the situation at any point

during the game. State variables are divided into three categories. Phy-

sical State variables define easily quantifiable states such as populations

and ambush sizes--those variables which are concrete and easily measure-

able. The Intangible State variables might also be called the qualitative

State variables. They exist in the minds of the players or as indices re-

lating volumes of propaganda, relative needs, utility scales, and so on.

Historical variables are those variables of both previous categories which

have an additional dimension of 1-istory attached to them. They define not

only a poini in time, but also a historical progression to that point in time.

These are the variables which enable the model to learn by adaptively re-

programming itself and provide trends as inputs to the learning process.

The Strategy variables are those variables which refer to the

player's plans and criteria for decision-making. Given the State variables

as input, the Strategy variables as the criteria for decision-making, action

is the output. The Strategy variables are of two kinds, Objectives and

Weights, and Plans. The first kind determines the second, and the second

kind determines the actions to be taken.

Temporal variables are those which are meaningful only in a parti-

cular action situation. They are not saved, except as they are "remembered"

in the player's historical variables. Their dimensionality is small, for

there is generally only one actic, situation at a time-village entry situation.

(The other possible action situation which would be occurring simultaneously

is the assassination of a village administrator by the village in which he is

a resident.)

See Section 8. 1.3 for a list of the presently isolated AGILE-COIN

game variables.
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Experience with large-scale models has shown that early in the spe-

cification of such a model, a rigorous method of variable name definition

must be employed. If there is no F÷andard system of defining variable

names, the problem of remembering what the various designations mean

becomes all but insurmountable. This problem is particularly acute when

more than a very few people are involved in design and variable definition.

Each individual may have his own consistent method for defining variables,

but trying to add together a number of internally consistent systems which

are not consistent with each other will result in chaos.

A useful formal name definition system is one which enables the

user to learn something about anew (to hin) variable upon first seeing it.

The system should not be so complex, however, that learning to use the

system will take the user as long as it might to look up the names of the

variables in an unstructured system. Furthermore, the names should be

so defined that the process of going from the manual simulation to the com-

puter simulation is as simple as possible.

When deciding on a variable format for the AGILE-COIN model, it

was felt that the most important factor to be emphasized--one .1.l, •,•oul be

evident when describing a variable--was the "class" of the information

contained. The classes are Real, Transmitted, Perceived, and Delayed

(See Figure 8. 1. 2A). In game play, the differences between these classes

of variables were found to be quite important. Real variables define the

actual measurable levels of the quantities, to which they refer. Perceived

variables are player's estimates of the state and other variables., Their

settings may be the same as the settings for the real variables, or different,

reflecting the difference between the real world and the way it is perceived

by the people in it. Transmitted variables refer to the information passed

between one player and another, and may be different again from the real

and the perceived values for the variable. A fourth and ,more specialized

class of variable is the Delayed class. These ore the variables passed on

to the government by the government administrators, and are delayed by

control to reflect the fact that information transmission and processing

takes an appreciable amount of time.
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Figure 8.1.ZA

EXAMPLE OF INFORMATION CLASSES

Class Variable Example

Real The Insurgents have a

Variable BSIZR (lnsurg) = 50 force of 50 men.

Transmitted BSIZTV (Insurg -> The Insurgents tell
Variable Village 3 that they have

Insurg) =70 70 men.

Perceived VSIZPB (3, Insurg) .=70 Village 3, a pro-Insurgent
Variable village, believes the

Insurgents.

Transmitted VSIZTV (3, 7, Insurg) Wanting to help the Insur-
Variable = 80 gents, Village 3 transmits

an exaggerated report of
their strength to VillE.ge 7.

Perceived VSIZPB (7, Insurg) 55 Village 7, a pro-
Variable VC vernment Village,

places little faith in
Village 3's report.

Transmitted VSIZTB (7 -4 Gov, Village 7 gives the
Variable Insurg) = 55 Government its estimate

of Insurgent strength

Perceived BSIZPB (Gov, Insurg) The Government discounts
Variable = 52 Village 7's estimate

slightly.
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Definition in these terms, classes of information, implies an actor

for transmission, a perceiver for real and perceived information, and a

reporter for the delayed administrator information. It is therefore

necessary to define the actor or perceiver or sender when defining the

class of information. This is done in the variable formats.

With the actor and the class of information, we must define the

recipient or the perceived party involved. With these three facets of the

variable defined by the structure of the name --the actor, the recipient,

and the class of information--the user has a great deal more information,

and useful information, than he would have gotten from looking at a variable

name which had been made up in an unstructured way.

To meet the criterion of ease of transference from manual simulation

to computer, all the variables have been defined as having no more than six

letters. This has been done because of the prevalence of 36-bit computer

words (a 36-bit word can contain six alphanumeric characters) in large-

scale computers of the sort which might be the vehicle for an AGILE-COIN

simulation. The variable format structure is shown in Figure 8. 1. 2B.

This section has described variable name make-up. The next

section (8.2) describes the way in which variable index scales are defined

and used in the simulation.
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Figure 8.1. ZB

VARIABLE FORMAT

AGILE-COIN MODEL

All variables names are six or fewer letters, The first letter refers

to the sender, actor, or perceiver of the variable. The second through

fourth letters are a mnemonic phrase describing the variable. The fifth

letter describes the information class. The sixth letter (if present)

refers to the recipient or the party perceived.

Refer to Figure & 1. ZA for examples of the actual mnenomic employ ed,

e. g., B-SIZ-R indicates SIZE (SIZ) of Belligerent (B) force and is a real

(R) variable. V-SIZ-PB indicates the Village's (V) perception (P) of the

SIZE(SIZ) of the Belligerent (B). The reader is urged to work out the

next one for practice and understanding.

The Six-Letter Variable

XXX

(V BEVLLIGERN
RECIPIENT B - BELLIGERENT G - G RNENT
OR PERCEIVED C -ICONTROL

VARIABLE REAl
- TRANSMITTEDCLASS r -PERCEIVED

MNEMONIC PHRASE DESCRIBING THE VARIABLE
INVOLVED

SENDER OR •V - VILLAGE G - GOVERNMENT
ACTOR OR. B- BELLIGERENT - INSURGENT
PERCEIVER -CONTROL
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8. 1. 3 Variable List for the AGILE-COIN Model

AGILE-COIN GAME PRELIMINARY VARIABLE LIST

Typobgy of Variables

State Variables - define "state" of game at any time

a. Physical variables--objectivel, measurable, concrete, ---

physical

b. Intangible variables--define states of mind; non-directly
measurable quantities

c. Historical variables--dynamic variables defining experience
of players in the game

Policy Variables - define plans, etc.

a. Objectives of players

b., Plans of players or strategies

Temporal Variables - apply to one situation at a time as entering a village;
non-operational for non-action situations
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Class Type Name Definition Dimensions V

State Physical VPOPR Village population real # villages

VPQPPV Village population per- 8 contiguous v's x
ceived by contiguous # villages
villages

BPOPPV Village population per- 2 bellig x
ceived by belligerents # villages

VPOPTV Village population trans- 8 contig. v. x
mitted to contiguous # villages.
villages

VPOPTB Village population trans- 2 bellig x
mitted to belligerents # villages

APOPDG Administrator report # villages
(delayed) of village
population

BSIZR True belligerent size 2 belligerents

BSIZPB Belligerent perception 2 belligerents
of opponent size

VSIZPB Village's perception of 2 bellig x
belligerent size # villages

VSIZTV Village-to-Village trans- 8 contig v's x
mitted estimate of # villages
belligerent size

VSIZTB Village-to-belligerent 2 bellig x 2 beiig
trans. estimate of x # v's
belligerent size

BSIZTV Bellig-to-village trans- c bellig x v bellig
mission of belligerent x # v's
size

BSAMR Actual ambush size Z bellig x # villages

VSAMVPB Village -perceived size 8 contig v. x
of ambush in contig 2 beliig x # v's

village

BSAMPB Bellig-perceived size of 2 bellig x # villages
ambush in villages (in-
cluding own ambushes)

GADMR Presence of govt admin # villages

VCHFR Village chief indicator # villagea

VCONR Vilage contiguity table 8 contig x # villages
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Class Type Name Definition Dimensions

State Intangible VLOYR Village loyalty real # villages

VLOYPV Village-perceived contig 8 contig v's x
viilage loyalty # villages

BLOYPV Belligerent-perceived 2 belligerents x
village loyalty # villages

VLOYTV v -to-v transmitted 8 contig v's x
loyalty # villages

VLOYTB Village-to-bellig trans- 2 bellig x
mitted loyalty # villages

BLOYTV Bellig-to-village trans- 2 bellig x
mitted loyalty # villages

ALOYDG Administrator report # villages
(delayed) of village
loyalty

BPRPR Volume of propaganda 2 bellig x
per village # villages

VPSYR Village psychological # parameters x
type parameter list # villages x

# groups/village

VPXAR Probability of village # villages
assassinating admini-
strator

VCNFR Intra-village conflict # villages
level

VPRAR Probability village re- # villages
quests ambush

BFNEPB Belligerent force needs 2 bellig x
as perceived by belli- 2 bellig
gerent

BFEFR Belligerent force effec- Z bellig x
tiveness /situation 4 situations

VFEFPB Village's perception of 2 bellig x
belligerent force effec- 4 situations x
tiveness # v's

BBIAR Bias factors for belli- 4 factors x
gerent perception 2 bellig

VPARR Probability of village # villages
argument

-
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Class Type Name Definition Dimensions

State Historical VLOSR Village population 3(2 bellig +
losses to date cross-fire) x #

villages

BLOSR Belligerent losses to 3 (amb., ctr. -amb.,
date village action x

# villages x 2 bellig

BLOSPB Bellig perception of 3(amb., ctr. -arab.,
village action x
# villages x 2 bellig

BINTPV Belligerent perception 2 scales x 2 bellig
of villages as intelli- x # vill
gence sources (Z scales)

BAMLR Belligerent ambush left 2 bellig x # villages
in village last move key

BHSTR History of action toward # vill x Z Bellig x
village s # actions

VREQR Village request history # villages x 2 bellig
I x # req. x time

BWINR History of engagement # engagements

winners
BHOSR Record of hostages (re- # villages x

cruited and impressed 2 bellig
forces) held by beilig

VHOSPB Village perception of # villages x 2 bellig
belligerent- held hostages

BHOSTV Bellig-transmitted info # villages x 2 bellig
about number of hostages x 2 bellig
held

BRESPV Bellig-perceived record Z bellig x # villages
of village resistance

VWRNR History of village warning 2 bellig x # villages
x time

BHSTPB Perceived opponent history # vill x 2 bellig x
of action toward villages # actions x time

BPLYPV Previous perceived 2 bellig x
loyalty of villages by # villages
bellig
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Class Type Name Definition Dimensions

Policy Objectives BWCRR Belligerent win criteria 2 (pop + loy)
x 2 bellig

VWCRR Village win criteria 2 ( )
VWCRPB Village perception of 2( ) x 2

bellig win criteria

VWCRPV Village perception of )
village

BIDLP Belligerent ideal vari- 2 belig x # v'bles
able settings desired

VIDLP Village ideal variable # villages x
settings # v'bles desired

BVCRTV Village win criteria as 2 bellig x # villages
transmitted by bellig

BBCRTV Belligerent win criteria 2 bellig x # villages
as transmitted by bellig

VVCRTV Village win criteria as 8 contig v's x
transmitted by village # villages
to contiguous villages

VBCRTV Bellig win criteria as 8 contig v's x
transmitted by village # villages
to contiguous villages
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Class Type Name Definition Dimensions

Policy Plans BSTRR Strategy weights for 2 bellig x # policies
bellig x # actions

BSTRPB Perceived opponent 2 bellig x # policies
strategy weights x # actions

BIMPR Importance to bellig 2 bellig x # villages
of visiting particular
village

BPEFR Potential entry force 2 bellig x # villages
size

BDT#R Belligerent decision varying--see flow
tables # 1 to # 4--see charts
flow charts

CLDER Control (nature) graph Z actors x
of losses versus dura- 3 coefficients
tion of encounter

CCFLR Control graph of village 3 coefficients
cross-fire losses in
encounters

BAD, UR Belligerent action de- # vil x 2 bellig
cision weight table x # actions

VADWR Villageac.ion decision # vil x 2 bellig
x # actions
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Class Type Name Definition Dimensions

Temporal I BEFSR Belligerent entry force

size

VEFSPB Village perception of
entry force size

VRESR Village resistance key 1

VEXLP Perceived expected 1
village loss if resis-
tance takes place

BEXLP Perceived expected
belligerent loss if
resistance takes place
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8., 2 Some Typical Scales of Reference in the Simulation

The model centers around the interaction (action-reaction) of belli-

gerents and villagers. The model design problem posed by this condition

is how to organically drive the whole complex of variable actions arid re-

sponses, intelligence and decision-making. The game description as a se-

quence of decisions to act or not to act seems most appropriate, with the

input actions and intelligence being additively scaled and at some threshold

determining the response. Strategies of belligerents and personalities of

village factions are then expressed in the pattern of weightings of input

variables and intelligence, and thresholds for adoption of various responses.e

This design poses some problems which are discussed below, but its major

justification stems from its organic relation to the stress of appropriate

reaction using al, ivailable knowledge.

The derivation from the manual games of variables and alternative

responses will i.dentify the structure of the gamed coercion-persuasion phase

of insu'gency. A major problem remains in the integration of the relevant

information (events and intelligence) bearing on decision between the avail-

able alternatives., The strategy elected for solution has been two-fold.

First, through a man-machine game and a complete simulation, selection

of any problem area (e--g. village reaction to impressing) is possible for

further detailed study. Thus, hypotheses concerning saliency and perceived

relations to a villager may be investigated through the man-machine game,

while sensitivity to any oubset of all the inputs bearing on the particular

event and its evaluation could be attained through the complete simulation.,

Ends--Means analysis with simulation of a particular , try (characterized

through the initial parameters) might evaluate the weigi.L.ngs of the possible

inputs which give the outcomes most relevant to the country under investiga-

tion.

Second, evaluation of relevant inputs (identified through the game)

is tailored to allow the maximum feasible complexity and the maximum

scope for hypothesis testing. Maximum complexity would have all variables

interacting conditionally and every possible situation would be spelled out
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completely. Such a condit-on remains beyond our knowledge and would

obviate -ny hypothesis testing. The simulation attempts to scale those

factors that are additive at the first-order level and treat conditionally

only those that are conditionally related at the first-order level.. Even

under this restraint, the machine will consider many more inputs to each

decision than human players under stress of time measure. Further,

the alternatives and decision criteria (relevant inputs to particular de-

cisions) for all actions have been abstracted from the manual game, and

hypotheses have not been "built into the flow chart"; possibilities have.

Hypotheses may then be tested by varying the values and weightings of

selected inputs and the thresholds for selected alternatives in a systematic

fashion.,

Ability to design these interacting scales of reference meaningfully

thus becomes an important point. Scaling per se raises validity problems

simply because human variables are so rarely strictly additivc. The scaling

approach, hrwtver, has been fruitfully used to describe personalities and

we have incorporated this concept in characterizing villagers in order to

determine their strategy (and in evaluating conflict levels). The crux of

the validity problem and 'meaningfulness" rests on the necessity to measure

sufficient dimensions of personality (or factors relevant to the decision).

We have used the game to suggest the factors relevant to particular decisions

and have scaled the first order additive factors to evaluate them. Where

manual performance of the flow chart illuminates flaws, conditional relations

are available to correct them.

For example:

Villagers are characterized as:

(LOYALTY POSITION

PARAMETERS ~POWER: # MEN OF THAT VILLAGER EIGHTED

(initially) POSITION IN PERSONALITY MATRIX POLICY

WEIGHTING OF GAME RELEVANT
VILLAGE OBJECTIVES
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Suppose we wish to derive the position of each village faction using

basic scaled variables. Let us assume that village position can be described

for each faction as a wighted sum of Action Motives, Loyalty Position, and

Desired Village Objectives or expectations. Let us represent each of these

variables on a scale from 0 to 10 as follows:

Action Loyalty Expectation
10 10 10

Radical Opposite Village ~Opposite Village

NegotiatorI

Apathetic Same as Village
0 0 0

Let us define the faction position scale (the difference in position between

a faction and the village) as follows:

Faction Position

Seeking Independent Actiona _10

Disgruntled -

Harmony I0
In the mathematical equation form we might write:

F- a A + b *6 L - C *AE

where F = Faction Position

A = Action

/A L = difference in loyalty between faction and village
LS E = difference in expectations between faction and

village
and a, b, c are weighting frctions depending on the personality of the

faction.

The Faction Position Variable would be treated as one of three in-
puts to the Faction Action Routine alung with the length of time that the Posi-

tion has been maintained, and the lack of cohesion of the village as a whole.
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The Faction Action Scale can be described as follows:

Faction Action

Spy or Enlist F:
7

Hold Election

Continue present state
0

and this variable will trigger corresponding action routines according to the

settings. Utility settings 3 and 7 act as decision thresholds for election,

leaving the v~llage, or spying.

Loyalty Routine for Computer Simulation

The loyalty rating of a village is given by:

L = t/n (ax + by + cz + ew)

n=a+b+c+ 3

where a = fRtirne); the sensitivity may be set for any number of
cycles--the length of time may be in-
fluenced by belligerent actions

b = constant

c = constant

e f( belligerent activity)

and x = level of previous loyalty

y = perceived level of belligerent power; must exceed some thresh-
old of inequality

z = The average of all perceived information received about other
village loyalties.

t = terror reaction, setting may be from zero to factor yielding
L = 10

w = table of weights correlated with actions selected and added
according to belligerent activity within the village; see
table of actions--weights and village flow charts. Different
villages will have different responses, a factor of individual
characterb of each village. to belligerent action in the village.

II
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Village loyalty is arrived at by consideration of a number of factors.

Briefly, these are as follows, level of previous loyal.ty, perceived belli-

gerent force, perceived content of relevant information from other villagers,

belligerent actions in village, and application of terr.or to the village. Fac-

tors which are not incuded in loyalty calculations at this state are those of

propaganda (bellige:'ent promises) and "personality" of belligerents.

An individual player or group of villagers calculate their loyalty

according to a complex of considerations. Not all possible factors which

influence loyalty always play a part;- some potential factors, because of the

particular course of the particular game, may not appear in a particular

calculation. An example of this observaI-on would be thix situation in which

a village is not visited by belligerentsi during two moves (one cycle). In

terms of the village's experience, only the potential other factors such as

information from other villages and past loyalty will weigh most heavily in

the loyalty calculations.

In terms of historical loyalty, a village will maintain its loyalty at

the same position until such time as belligerent action and/or fatigue, and

the desire to bring the conflict to some sort of resolution, causes loyalty

to change.

The fatigue factor is represented by the fraction a. The variable

"a" may be set to have a short cycle which may represent a village in

which historical loyalty does not come to weigh very heavily, relatively,

in that village's loyalty calculations.

A different sort of village, one in which past loyalty overweighs all

other factors would be represented by setting "a" to a high number and

having it cycle at fairly long numerical intervals.

Another factor which may weigh in calculation of loyalty is the per-

ception of belligerent force or size ("y" in the equation). Beyond some

threshold, size of force influences loyalty considerations. However, the

threshold changes as the villagers become accustomed to a particular-

sized force.
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in addition to ?ast loyalty and perception of belligerent force, three

other f,•ctors: belligerent action in village, iriformation from other villages,

and terror may weigh in determination of loyalty.

Information from other villages ("z'" in the equation) may weigh in

loyalty determinations, especially if there is a heavy conoensus in one direc-

tion. Further, the vwllage loyalty may be influenced !ýV reports from other

villages of particular belligerent activity, especially if the village can em-

pathize because of having experienced the particular type of incident reported

on. This variable will utilize in addition to factors of credibility and concen-

sus group size a table of loyalty weights of belligerent actions in villages.

Belligerent action in village ("w" in the equation) has fairly obvious

implications in -illage loyalty. Some actions, such as execution of villagers,

will increase the fraction e/rl to an impirtant degree; different action will

load tbhs factor to varying degrees. If a belligerent enters the villdtge and

does nothing more than just enter to look around, village loyalty will not be

as much affected as it would have been had the belligerent undertaken e.4en-

sive actions within the village.

The last factors in the loyalty equation, "t", is the terror reaction

factor. Resulting from belligerent acts which terrorize the villager, such

as extensive executions, the village loyalty will behave in an extraordinarly

eratic manner. Loyalty may freeze at neutral for a number of moves, or

may align totally for or against the injuring active belligerent. These reac-

tions each have a logic of their own. When punished the village may decide

that it is unwise to be anything but totally loyal to the injuring active belli-

gerent, or it may be so outraged as what it views as unjust injury, that it

assigns its loyalty completely tc the other belligerent.
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8. 3 Logical Model Cj
8. 3. i Introduction

As part of the feasibility study aspect of the ARPA-ACILE COIN

program, Abt Associates Inc. has developed a logical design for a model

of the terror phase of counterinsurgency activities. This model haa been

designed to simulate a system having the same basic elements and inter-

actions as the manual game pieviously discussed. Each day of th,, manual

game (i. e., every move) consists of a complete cycle of the simulation;

one half of the cycle (night i.- devoted to insurgent activities and the other

half (day) is devoted to government activities. This time relationship is

shown graphically in Figure 8., 3, 1 a.

Figure 8.,3.la

-- EACH CYCLE CONSISTS OF--

NIGHT then DAY

I oG V

N 0 T
S `-V V
U E I E L

UR R -

G S L1

LI I
z N I 1 _ -1 A E T A

'T T N T

GT G

After which certain control functions are performed and
a new cycle starts (unless one of the belligerents has "won"i
the game--in which case the game ends).
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The model simulating the manual game has four basic elements, each

of which is considered, in simulation terminology, a submode]. The four

submodels are:.

CONTROL

INFORMATION

BELLIGERENTS

VILLAGES

Each submodel is further subdivided into two or more subroutines, shown

graphically in Figure 8. 3. lb

Figure .3. 3. lb

AGILE-COIN SIMULATION MODEL

Containing four
Submodels

Each consisting
of multiple
Subroutines

Each submodel interacts with the others through the various subroutines.

This is shown graphically in Figure 8. 3., lc. In this figure the BELLIGERENTS

submodel is shown in terms of its two constituent elements, GOVERNMENT

and INSURGENT., The arrows connecting each of the elements shown in Figure

8. 3. lc represent interactions which may occur., The functions and interactions of

each suhmodel and the subroutines of which each is comprised, are described

in detail in the following aections.
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Figure 8 .3.1 c

CONTROL

GOVERNMENT VILLAGES INSURGENT

INFORMATION

Government and Insurgent activities, although shown separately here,
are actually different aspects of the one submodel (BELLIGERENTS).

The following sections describe the four submodels and their sub-
routines. Detailed flow charts for these subroutines are provided la

APPENDIX C.

8. 3.,2 CONTROL Submodel

As its name signifies, this submodel performs the major control
functions of the system simulation. There are two such functions, each
handled by a separate subroutine. One operates at any time during a simu-
lation cycle; the other operates only at the end of each cycle.
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FIGHT -- The simulation permits mrilitary engagements between

belligerents, operating under ambush and counter-ambush conditions;

and between belligerents and villages under face-to-face combat conditions.

This subroutine calculates all losses asr'ociated with an engagement.

Using the four descriptors of every battle:

-- Number of r'en in ambush

-- Nurber of men in entering force

-- Number of villagers

-- Does enterin,, force intend to spring a.n ambush

this rou~tine calculates the effective force of each opponent wvhich then de-

terrniftes the v'ictor. (Provision for weapon types and unit efxiýctiveness

may readily be added later.)

Using the rz.tio of the effective forces, the duration of che -ngage-

ment is determined. The duration, together with the effec'3ie force levels,

determines the losses of both victor and loser, and the village crossfrýe

(collateral) losses. These losses are then deducted from the force levels

of the belligerents and the village involved.

REVIEW -- This subroutine operates at the end of each cycle and

performs two functions. The first function is performed, regardless of

the operating mode. The second function is performed in Pl but the player

mode of operation. As its iirst function, it records the significant events

of the cycle to be used for later review and analysis. As its second function,

it maintains a three-move history, to allow for receipt of delayed informa-

tion, which gives the action employed by each belligerent in each village,

the significant descriptors of the village as perceived by each belligerent,

and the effect s of these actions on village loyalty. This information is

then used to update the table of relative effectiveness for alternate actions

as a function of the perceived village descriptors.: This table provides a

summary of loyalty shifts as a function of perceived village descriptors

and the action employed. The loyalty shifts associated with each action are

averaged and summed over all village descriptors. This information is then

used to reinforce the desirabil'ty of those actions which appear to have a

favorable effect on village loyalty. This iiformation is, in turn, used in

making future decisions.
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8. 3. 3 INFORMATION Subniodel K,

Information on actions, loyalties, force sizes, etc., permeates the

entire modei. Both belligerents and villages have access to varying amounts

cf information. However, none of them discerns the true picture because

each looks at things from his own biased viewpoint, rather than from a

common unbiased position., As a result, the belligerents and the village

groups perceive the same basic information in whatever fashion that

appeals most to them.

There are three basic information transfers:

Village - -• Village

Village ,. Belligerent

Belligerent W Village

Information is in two formn -- transmission and reception--handled by the

following subroutines:

1. TRANSMISSION

RIPPLE -- This subroutine provides for the transfer of information

outward from village to village in a manner analogous to the spreading of

ripples in a pool of water.

Information which may be transferred is the action taken by a bei:i-

gerent in his visit to the village. The village provides this information to

its contiguous villages after distorting the information so that it appears

more favorable (or less injurious) to the belligerent whom the village

favors.

As the ripple of information travels outward to non-contiguous villages,

the amount of information reaching these villages is diminished as a function

of the distance from the source of the information.

DIRECT COMMO -- This subroutine provides for two types of infor-

mation transfer.

First, a village can query each of its adjacent villages to obtain

a specific set of i:;formation. This set, of course, is biased to favor one

of :he belligerents unless the village is neutral.

Second, a village may communicate directly with a belligerent,

giving warnings, making requests, providing requested information, etc.

This is discussed in the BELLIGERENT and VILLAGE SUBMODELS.
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PROP4A._A•NDA.-- Belligerents may communicate both information

and visit purpose. The latter is directed to a village at the tirme that the

visit occurs and is discussed in the BELLIGERENT'S submodel. The

former is transferred through the PROPAGANDA subroutine. The essence

of such belligerent-to-village communication is exaggeration. Each belli-

gerent transmits informnation biased in his favor. The amount of Lie bias

is determined by the PROPAGANDA subroutine.

2. RECEPTION

PERCEPTION -- This subroutine provides a filter through which

transmitted information is received. The recipient tends to interpret the

information (which may be b-_ised to begin with) in whatever fashion most

closely corresponds to his own point of view.

The new value of a perceived piece of information will be between

its previously perceived value and the transmitted value. The' amount of

the change is deterrnined by the loyalty relationship between the source

and the receiver, the degree of correspondence between the information

transmitted and the recipient's preconceptions; and, the reliability of the

source's previous transmissions.

The informatidui pcrception routine provides a filter through which

transmitted information is received by the perceiver. The action percep-

tion routine determines the effect on the perceiving villages of the action

implicit in the transmitted information.

The change in loyalty of the perceiver depends on the nearness of

the action to the location of the perceiver, the psychological typology of

the perceiver village, the action involved, the actor, and the size of the

action, and the relationship of the perceiver to the village where the action

took place.

ADMIN COMMO -- There is one exception to the general rule of dis-

tortion in the receipt of transmitted information. When the government has

an administrator present in a village, the administrator has access to a

select set of information which is transmitted to, and perceived by the gov-

ernment with no distortion. This occurs in the following fashion: at the
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begirring of the move cycle, the information which the administrator has C}
access to is placed in a pool. If no administrator is present, no informa-

tion is placed i, the pool. If an administrator is killed during a move,

the information in his pool is destroyed. At the end of the cycle, all in-

formation in the pools is transmitted to the government.

8.3.4 BELLIGERENTS Submodel

This submodel is a generalized logical structure which permits

interactions between the belligerents and the villages. The rationale for

treating both belligerents--government and insurgent--within the same

submodel deserveg some justification.

Both belligerents have the same goal--winning--but their criteria

for winning are different. Furthermore, each belligerent may employ a

different policy in pursuit of his goal. He may also modify his policy de-

pending upon its perceived relat,.ve effectiveness. Each policy, in turn,

broadly defines the relative desirability of employing alternative actions

(the means) to achieve his goal. This combination of different win criteria,

policies, and preferences for alternative actions for each belligerent, per-

mits one logical structure to be employed with no fear that the government

and the insurgents will always reach the same conclusions from the same

set of facts,

This submodel consists of the three subroutines described below.

MOVE PLAN -- This subroutine prepares the list of villages to be

visited during the move, together with the number of men assigned to visit

each village and the purpose(s) of each visit. (When there are multiple

purposes for visiting a village, these purposes are ordered according to

their importance in decreasing order.)

The contents of this list (village, purpose, visiting force) are deter-

mined by what the belligerent perceives that he needs to achieve victory--

shifts in loyalty and/or relative force levels. The belligerent then selects

those actions ani villages which tend to satisfy the perceived needs. To in-

duce selection of the most effective actions to satisfy these needs, the rela-

tive desirability of employing the alternative actions is modified based on

informati.n provided by the REVIEW subroutine.
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BELLIGERENT ACTION I -- Using the village visitation list, pro-

vided by the MOVE PLAN, this subroutine reacts to the village warning

decision. It uses all available information on the village, coupled with

th,ý! belligerent's policy to decide upon which action to take with respect

to tihe village. Three alternative actions are allowed: GO AWAY, PROBE,

ENTER IN FORCE.

BELLIGERENT ACTION II -- Given the action to be taken (from

BELLIGERENT ACTION I, above), this routine either skips to the next

village (GO AWAY) or enters the village with a PROBE or IN FORCE.

Having entered the vilbge, the belligerent either is forced out of the village,

or communicates the purpose of the visit to the villagers. This purpose

may be either the originally intended one (from the visitation list) or a new

purpose resulting from a change in the belligerent's perception of the village.

This visit purpose is then used to initiate a village action.

8. 3. 5 VILLAGES Submodel

This submodel .ouples with the BELLIGERENTS Submodel to provide

interactions between the villages and the belligerents. Each village responds

to the belligerent actions based on the information av'alable to it. Its re-

sponse is such as to further its own best interests, based on the situation

which it perceives.

This submodel consists of the six subroutines discussed below.
ELECTION -- The population of each village may be subdivided into

tl,ree (or more) groups of varying sizes, nominally referred to as left-,

center-, and right-oriented. The diffe-ences between the village groups are

due to different attitudes, personality types and action styles, which result

in different propensities to take different actions. These groups elect a

village chief to represent the village in all dealings with belligerents. The

chief is chosen from that group which appears least different and most power-

ful. As the game progresses, differences are modified, and power shifts

occur. This develops dissident groups which force another election.

(
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COHESIVENESS -- This subroutine compares the perceived informa-

tion, propensities to take alternative actions, and loyalties of the chief's

group with those of the other two groups. As the differences between the chiefs

group and the other groups grow, dissident elements emerge. They force

new elections and if they are not satisfied with the results, they .-an leave

the village and either join one of the belligerents or at'empt to join another

village.

WARNING -- This subroutine determ.n-s whether a beiligerent is

given a warning of ambush when he approaches a village. Each village makes

its own decision a, it is approached. This decision is based on village loyalty,

the chief's propensities to take alternative actions, which belligerent appears

to oe winning, and the perceived size of the approaching force. The decision

is a two-step procedure. First there is a decision to lie cr to tell the truth;

'hen to provide no warning, a general warning, or a specific warninG "dyiving

the number of men in the ambush force).

ACTION -- This routine provides a village response when a belli-

gerent enters a village and announces the purpose(s) of his visit. Depending

on the purpose(s), the village may take a variety of actions. In the situation

where a belligerent enters a village for the purpose of springing an ambush,

there is no village response, except through the WARNING subroutine, and

the FIGHT subroutine which determines village crossfire losses if there is

an actual engagement.

The belligerent may wish to know the village's perception of some

specific information to which the village has access. In this case, the village

has the option of lying or telling the truth in answering the request for in-

formation.

Tne belligerent may wish to recruit, impress, reprise, leave an ad-

ministrator, leave an ambush, remove an ambush, or return men. The

village may accept, object to, or resist the belligerent's pianned action. If

he accepts, the action is carried out; if he argues, the belligerent re-evaluates

his purpose which the village must then accept or resist; if he resists, the

result of the visit is determined by the RESIST subroutine.
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Finally the ACTION subroutine also considers village-initiated

actions. It allows a village to kill its administrator (if it has one); volun-

teer its men; and make requests for the next move (return men, and visit/

do not visit).

The actions which it chooses depend upon the propensities of the

village chief.

RESIST -- When a village decides to resist a belligerent's request,

there is a military engagement, whose outcome is determined by the FIGHT

subroutine. If the village is the victor, the belligerent Ilast withdraw; if

the belligerent wins, he is allowed to re-evaluate his purpose which must

then be accepted by the village.

LOYALTY -- In each cycle each village re-evaluates its loyalty

based on belligerent actions within that village during the cyce, its per-

ception of the information currently available to it, and its past loyalty.

This re-evaluation is n ade by each of the village groups.

8.4 The Technical Feasibility of the AGILE-COIN SIMULATION
An objective of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of building

a mathematical model of the terror phase of IRC starting with a manual

game.

Research Objectives

1. To evaluate the potential gain derived by starting model building

with a game, when the particular theory is poorly understood or incomplete.

One gain which was not anticipated was that the game would turn out to be a

product which could be used as a training device by itself. An important

benefit resulting from this modelling process was the short time in which

the important variables were identified and the true situation dynamics were

modelled. Additionally, refinement of the manual game took about ten

fermal play-throughs to establish proper settings of parameters and game

dynamics. The evaluation of the gain in time for building the simulation is

reported below.
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2. To determine and quantify the major variables:

The game proved to be an efficient device for variable identification. Con-

trol scorekeeping required both variable displays and some variable measure-

ment. For example, loyalty was reported and used to help determine game

outcome. Quantification prove,, somewhat more difficult until the simulation

design effort was started. Requirements for setting situation variables

forced quantifications and corresponding relative utility scale identification.

3., To determine and formulate a decision array that can "learn"

from external stimuli:

We experienced some difficulty in understanding and using the decision

array because the decision weights are functions of the situation variables

and, therefore, difficult to hand-calculate. We wanted to make the simu-

lation like the marnual game so that as the game progressed, the model would

be self-adapting, much as the human player. The decision models for each

actor were constructed in the form of 2-dimensional arrays with possible

actions along one axis and the variables representing the situation along the

other. Each total situation was represented in the simulation by settings of

the component situation variables. The decision array selected the action

having the highest apparent effectiveness, based on previous experience.

When this action proved successful, the decision weights selecting it were

reinforced while the other possible action selection weights were inhibited

slightly. The machine actor personality defined the amount of reinforcement--

rigid personalities learning more slowly and flexible personalities more

rapidly. At the end of each game the decision array is restored and the var-

iance in weights is pointed out. Permanent changes to the decision array

weights can only be made by an analyst.

In addition to this action decision array, the model contains a policy

decision array which emphasizes certain sets of actions over others and

some decision logic. Decision logic differs from a decision array in being

programmed, i. e., certain situations always result in certain determined

actions. Decision logic simplifies model construction and understanding

at the expense of adaptibility and flexibility.
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Game Quantification

By quantifying the game we mean translating game dynamics and

actions into a mathematical and logical model. Direct actions such as

impressment, ambush, etc., were incorporated into the simulation de-

sign exactly as played in the game, while actions such as propaganda,

threat, anger, and terror had first to be converted to relative utility

variables. For example, the effect of propaganda on a village was

measured using the village's receptivity, credulousness, etc. Threat

was treated as part of risk taking and tends to dampen village independence.

In general, all the major recognizable actions and responses have been in-

cluded in the model. The actors have been simulated by parameterized per-

sonalities; i. e., while keeping three typf s of actors--the Lwo belligerents

and the village--each actor is imbued with variable and externally controllable

characteristics. Each village faction can be made to look different (or the

same) providing varying degrees of village cohesion. The belligerent per-

sonality can be set according to its decision-making policy traits--hard,

responsive, negative, etc. The selection of starting or initial parameters

for the model ther determines to some extent the kinds of responses that

can occur.

The rules have been quantified in the model by providing or omitting

logical design paths. For instance, in simulating the rule involving single

usage of visiting men by each belligerent in each move, a schedule is drawn

at the start of each move for the visiting force sizes. Vidtion of this schedule

after the move starts is prohibited because no logic is provided for a re-

evaluation after each visit of the size of the visiting force available for the

next village. In effect then, all villages are assumed to be visited simul-

taneously by separate field forces. Table 8.4A lists other changes or built-

in logic that make the simulation somewhat different from the game.

The model as it is currently structured is an extended replica of the

game being tested in the military service schools.
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TABLE 8.4A

Differences Between the Simulation and the ARPA-COIN Game

Topic Simulation ARPA COIN Game Comments

Information On the spot information Any information received In the simulation, infor-
given to belligerents about at any time can be used mation received after
another village cannct b., by a belligerent at any insurgent move, but
acted on during that visit. time., before government move

or vice-versa, can and
will be actcd on in
making up the unit list.

Village A village faction i6 only The village faction is
Faction active after it has actu- role-played and has no

ally been classified dissi- arbitrary rules associated
dent. In a semi-cohesive with it.
village, warnings are given
only by the village chiefs.
Up to two different dissi-
dent factions can be pre-
sent in any village.

Village Effects of village argu- The effect of propaganda is
Arguments rnents on a belligerent de- role-played and can have

pend on: belligerent per- any effect.,
ception of village image,
perception of other belli-
gerent strength, and de-
sire to protect the village.

Probe A probe can be sent into a No comparable structure
village, and, if not returned, exists in the game for the
a force "waiting in the out- probe to return.
skirts" can be immediately
sent in., (This force must
be actually present--not
transferable from a force
viositing another village. )

Volunteers Village decisions to volun- Volunteering men is at the
teer men or to kill admini- discretion of the player.
strators are noz worked
out. (No clever trick de-
vised.)
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TABLE 8.4A (continued)

T cSi..ul.atio.. ARPA COIN Game Comments

Policy Policy changes during play Policy changes are role-
Changes (per are a function of village and/ played.
sonalities) or belligerent personality

such that "flexible' persons
learn from past mistakes
faster than inflexible or
rigid personalities. The
personality is present as
an initial game parameter.

Personali- Belligerent does not differ- Belligerents can identify
ties entiate between men belong- "personalities" as players.

ing to different factions or
to their chief--e. g., the
chiefs cannot be killed,
impressed, or removed--
or, in a sense, they are
always immediately re-

I placed if killed.

Faction A village faction can leave The player can leave as a
the village. The game faction, but he never is
treats it as an emigrb eliminated from the game.
volunteering its services,
and it leaves the game as
a viable entity.

Fatigue Player fatigue is not simu- Players sometime s make We think the simula-
lated, however, loyalty "strange" play3 to end the tion is more realistic
weights decay when the vil- game when tired, in effect.
lage receives no visits.

Visits A belligerent can visit all A belligerent may not vis- The visitation list pre-
villages on his list each cy- it all villages because of cludes excessive unrea-
cle--some cycles are long- either time pressure or listic force commit-
er or shorter. We simu- force commitment. ments.
late simultaneity of visit
as well as sequence.

TERROR Terror is defined as a corn- No comparable game activi- Terror was experienced
plete freeze of a village--no ty except village feeling of when a village was near-%
reactions, no loyalty shifts pressure which may or may ly or completely wiped
etc. Terror is unfrozen af- not result in inaction be the out.
ter a period of time. villager.
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Limitations of the Manual Came

A by-product of this study has been a determination of the point at

which diminishing returns came from using i game as a model and the

point at which the mathematical model shoul be stated. This point was

determined for the AGILE COIN Game at about ten formal play-throughs. The

break-even point is reached when the manpower cost for manual play ex-

ceeds the gain in learning or modification that results. Beyond this point

manpower can be better spent quantifying the game into mathematical form.

A second design trade-off occurs when the desired output of the game play

takes the form of multiple game analysis. At this point, better use of mul-

tiple play can be made from the . imulation than from furthe-' manual play

alone. The final manual game limitation is reached -when many different

tactics, pciicies, or strategies are desired as hypotheses to be tested.

The manual game cost in time and men begins to exceed the cc st for con-

version to the man-machine simulation form.

Evaluation of the Simulation Method

The method of simulation development beginning with a game, trans-

lating to a mathematical model and thence to a man-machine simulation,

offers several bonuses beyond the obvious pay-off of a game useful in its

own right for training. For example, the game described the man-to-man

interactions and information needs in sufficient detail for the simulatioa

displays to be constructed. The game also provided the decision arrays

in a form easily transferred to the simulation. The difficult task of quan-

tizing the emotional variables was made easier by the game, because the

relative and situation-bounds significance and relevance of anger, threat,

propaganda, etc., have been demonstrated through game plays. Informa-

tion has been broken down into its component variables -perceived, direc-

ted, delayed information, etc., and it is these variables which are used to

transfer threats, propagandas, etc.

The manual game defined precisely the multiple possible paths of

the actor decisions. The action array has been included, partly in logical

(if... then) sequences, and partly in action selection array form. The

settings of the decision weights were made by judgment based on manual

play-throughs of the mathematical model, and by comparing the human

player decisions and selection of significant elements, with those actions

selected by the decision array. This method allowed preliminary tuning

of the weights. -78-



Game Analysis

Section 6 listed some specific hypotheses drawn from game play

to be tested using the AGILE-COIN simulation model in computer simula-

tion for.n. Some of the hypotheses could also be tested by use of the AGILE

COIN Game but with players selected from specific South East Asian

countries. For example, one of the questions relates to the differences

in action response noted by experts with field experience versus other

United States players.

Summary

The method of building a man-machine simulation of a phase of

internal revolutionary conflict starting with a manual game has been showvn

to be technically feasible. Quantitication of significant variables has been

made easier because of the clarity of variable interaction brought out by

the game.

An unexpected pay-off was derived when the game was itself t.seful

as a product for training.

Extending the simulation to actual use on a time-shared computer

system should allow the simulation to learn from experts, to provide relative

indications of preferable belligerent actions, expected village responses,

better counters to enemy tactics, and should identify the kinds of data which

should be collected in the field.
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APPENDIX A

THE MANUAL GAME

This appendix provides a histcrical summary of the manual

play experience with the ARPA AGILE COIN Game. It includes a

brief summary of actor strategies and the outcomes of game play for

T-2--T-15 (Sect. 1. 0). An evaluation of types of communication

employed in the course of game development and its present refine-

ment is present (in 2. 0). Game stimulated comment has resulted in

significant insights into the insurgency situation and actor perceptions

of it which are listed (in 3. 0). Finally, the complete game analytic

records are displayed.

GAME POLICY SUMMARY

The following section attempts to summarize the policies em-

ployed by all participants in the manual plays (T-2--T-15) of the AGILE-

COIN Game. This body of history has been dompiled from interviews

with players, critique comments, and inferences from game play and

control records. Obviously, the problem of good data collection on poli-

cy is sufficiently serious to urge cuation in interpreting the results (See

detail of T-15 analysis in Section 3 of the main report). The principal

utility of this section stems ftom its suggestiveness. It exists as a re-

cord of what policies were tried and how they fared in a given situation.

This section should not be construed as policy recommendations.

A general hypothesis on the relation of government and insurg,;nt

policies is included as a first step toward clarification, despite some lack

of generality on its assumptions.
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TERROR GAME STRATEGY ANALYSIS AND HYPOTHESIS

This analysis is based on the assumption that, in the long run (for

any given game), strategy is based on the action of the government. Due

to the communications and nmanpower differentials, the government has

overwhelming strength, and the insurgents must adapt to the policies of the

government, and not the other way around.

What are possible strategies? From observation of the manual games

could strategies be divided into three groups, differing in "dynamnism",

"terror quotient", and n-easurably, manpower committed.

Strategy Manpower/village
committed

3 Military or Whole or signifi-
terror game cant fraction of

total

2 Political Few men/
game village

Waiting zero men/
game village

Broken down into government and insurgent strategies, the pattern

is as shown on the following page.
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Strategy Government Version Insurgent Version

3 Large ambushes at as many Practive of terror; aggressive

Military villages as possible; retri- propaganda; large (full-force)
bution "swift and terrible"; mobile ambush, preceded by
aggressi-,e propaganda cam- one-man reconnaissances;
paign, may actively recruit extortion of intelligence; hos-

tage-taking, stern reprisals
practiced; active recruitment

2 Stress on communication; One-man probes for informa-
Political hand-outs frequent (of pro- tion and speech-making fre-

paganda material); fre- quent; polling of village needs;
quent polling of village intensive statement of desire
needs; image build-up of to end garme soon; great ex-
confident strong govern- pression of confidence; tolerent
ment rational attitude displayed

1 Non-involvement Non-involvement; occasional
Waiting passive and reactive only propaganda hand-outs; villages
Waiting _ urged to act rationally

As has been noted in past-game conversations, timing of actions and strate-

gies is extremely important. It is postulated, however, that certain patterns

would dominate statistically in a series of games (or simulations).

I. The Government should be able to gain, at worst,a draw using strategy 3.

Unless insurgent intelligence is unusually good and insurgent strength is high

and government ambush size too small, this rule should hold. A draw results

if government strength is insufficient to hold 80% of villages at one time, or

no randomization of ambushes is used, or insurgents gather strength in first

move by impressment and go to strategy 1. Government should win other-

wise (Example; June 3).

Corollary: If insurgents use #1; and government uses #3 immediately after

insurgents impressment, game cannot help but '-e a oraw.
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.. Ideal insurgent strategy MOD (Government Strategy, 3) + 1

Ioe., Government Ideal Insurgent
Strategy Strategy Example

3 1 T - 11 (Pike vs Frey)

2 3 IDA Student (Miller vs Gude)

1 2 IDA-Friday (Blurmstein vs
D'man) (latter part)

This assumes that the insurgents recruit on first move as the only logical

move on 1; at any rate insurgent recruitment before government ambush.

Each of the second two entries involves being more aggressive than the

goverjiment; the first entry involves withdrawal from conflict due to negli-

gible chance of being more aggressive than government.

III. Ideal Government strategy number > Insurgent strategy number (e. g.,

escalation). This holds even when insurgents use strategy 1--Z or 3 for

government will gain draw. Conclusions H and III suggest some sort of

Lanchester-type relation in which:

Sa *A b S.a b A.b
g g 1 1

where b > a or perhaps b >> a.

S = Government force strength
g

S. = Insurgent force strength
1

A = Government aggressiveness
g

A. = Insurgent aggressiveness

We see that given A. = Ag, S > S. results in government victory; however,
i g 9

given S , S. and also S P, insurgent victory is likely. Communica-g 1 _ _ =
S. A

1 g
tion would probably fit into the equation but likely A . S dominate.

r
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IV. Given a rational opponent, government must appear to be using a

strategy other than 3. The government can win only by luring the insurgents

out of strategy 1. The insurgents will abandon strategy 1 only if the govern-

ment is perceived as being in states 1 or 2. If government can lure the

insurgents into 2. or 3, it can adopt strategy 3 and win-if the insurgents

are in 3, or keep up 2 long enough.

Corollary: To keep the insurgents from switching back into 1 and re-

maining there like a turtle in itt shell, the government may have to stay

out of 3 almost entirely. Since 13 dominates G2, and G3 dominates 13, an

impression of 2 by the government should lead to adoption of 13. A suitably

timed switch in G3 should end the game.

General Conclusions:

Given two rational players and either perfect intelligence ir no intelli-

gence, a game theory matrix (minimax, etc.) analysis of strategies should

be useful.

References

1. The Compleat Strategys-., J. D. Williams (RAND) McGraw-Hill 1954.

2. Executive Decisions & Operations Research, D. W. Miller & M. K. Starr,
Prentice-Hall, 1960.

3. Economic Theory & Operations Analysis, W. J. Baumol, Prentice-Hall,
1961.
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Inter-Actor Communicationa

Various techniques of communications simulation were tested, including

village proximity (direct communications ) telephones between separate rooms,

and a "ccurier" or messenger who delivered written notes to, the various teams.

The most realistic communications system involved use of the courier be-

cause information was less easy to obtain and there was more uncertainty on

the part of the villagers as to the state of the entire corflict. An inter-

esting development of this uncertainty and poor communications was the tend-

ency for villagers to overestimate the belligerents' strength.

In post-game comments, almost all players agreed that game communications

with the courier were realistically inadequate; however, two players mentioned

that both signal and noise levels seemed excessively high, that the potential

for direct communication, precise strategy planning based on information re-

ceived, and introduction of false or misleading information was exaggerated.

Most villagers did not act with an appreciation of the probability of message

attrition built into the courier system.
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Significant Critique Statements (
Following are selected comments and evaluations from the post-game player

critique fnrms:

THE MOST REALISTIC ASPECT OF THE GAME:

"The inability of the Government to act repressively with-
out risking political loss."

"Multiple self-interests, instead of a 2-sided conflict."

"Inability to perceive decisive course of action." (Villager)

"The outcome was realistic in that it showed that in the
early stages of such a war the government usually tries
too hard to dc too many things and in essence doesn't
think of long-range strategies. (Villager)

THE MOST UNREALISTIC ASPECT OF THE GAME:

"No initial village grievances."

"Control's method of transferring men, presented secrecy."
(Goverrantent)

"Villagers wheeling and dealing."

"The most unrealistic thing about the game was the differ-
ence between those who had played before and those who
had not."

"There was no way in which the government could track .:xwn
the insurgents and go after their supply depots, their
base camps, etc. In short there was no point in govern-
ment trying to get information from the villagers as to
where the power base of the guerrillas was." (Government)

NEW PROBLEMS THAT PLAYER HAD PREVIOUSLY NOT BEEN AWARE OF:

"Mutual misperception and distrust among villagers."

"Both belligerents underestimate their own position and
overcstimate the opponent's strength." (Government)

"(My) loyalty tied to belligerent holding my men as hos-
tages." (Villager)

"The most important thing learned was that the use of be-
trayal without fear of being overheard (by the use of
notes) lessens in ibitiorns of villagers to the point
that ambushes become almost sure things." (Villager)

MOST EFFECTIVE STRATEGY FOR THE GOVERNMENT:

"Abstain from impressment." (Insurgent)

"Leave villages alone, impose presence when requested."

(Government)
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"'Not impressing men." (Government)

WORST GOVERNMENT MISTAKE:

"No random ambushes." (Insurgents)

"Overimpressment ." (Villager)

"Overimpressment (Insurgents made none)" (Insurgent)

"The government's mistake was that it never forced me to
tie down any men in ambushes and lift me with a full
force to wine out his ambushes."

MOST EFFECTIVE STRATEGY FOR THE INSURGENTS!

"Kill administrator, deny intelligence." (Insurgent)

"Urge neutrality, then a switch to winner." (Insurgent)

"Anonymous assassination, followed by agitprop." (Villager)

"More varied approach village by village."

WORST INSURGENT MISTAKE:

"Impatience, leading to risky ambush attempts." (Insurgent)

"Sending in an ambush with bad information." (Insurgent)

MOST EFFECTIVE V7ILLAGE STRATEGY:

"Play one side against the other at the outset." (Villager)

"Be neutral and uncooperative." (Villager)

"If forced to cooperate by either side our strategy was first
to try to give men than to have an mabush left, because
of the crossfire losses that usually followed."

WORST VIL '-E MISTAKE:

"Allowing ambushes into village." (Villager)

"The loser in these games must be the person who, when pun-
ished by one side, immediately becomes his friend and
betrays the other side only to be punished by the other
side next move." Villager)

A-11
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Gajie Records 01
The following 3ection prese its summaries a',d analyses of the last

eight games.

Summary, Game 7, 5 Aay 1965

The major results of tha games of 5 & 6 May 1965 played at IDA with students

as villagers, Ted Gude as Government, qid Pete Miller as Insurgent, were changes

in the rules and experience with the IDA facility.

The 5 May game started rither Liowly with small impressments • the ;over.-

ment and cautious probes by the insurgent. Village loyalties were brimairily

neutral and pro-government. On cycle 3 (of 12 total in the game), a 17 man

Government ambush was wiped out by the Insurgents. They then left a 20 man am-

bush of their own which was subsequently eliminated by the Government (cycle 4).

This was the low point of the game for the Insurgent because of his initially

small population. At this point the Insurgent enlisted 20 men from village F

and gained his loyalty (from neutral to insurgent). The reason stated for the

loyalty shift was "failure of the Government to provide proLection; loss of ad-

ministr-tor". This loyalty was maintained for the remainder of the game. The

Insurgent then went 1o village C (which remained pro-government througnout the

game), overcame an 18 man Government ambush, and impressed 30 wen. The Govern-

ment responded by building up an ambush of 53 men in villege C which resulted

in the subsequent loss of only 2 Insurgents. The Government then left ambushes

of 12 and 25 on cycles 9 and 10 which were overcome by the Insurgent Cdue to

accurate intelligence.

With an adequate increase in his forces, the Insurgent concentrated on

threats to achieve the necessary loyalty shifts. Village D shifted in his

favor on cycle 10 with the following reason: "Insurgent has not killed or

impressed men so far, but is starting to put on pressure--have not seen Govern-

ment for 3 rounds." At this point the Insurgent had the necessary 3 village

loyalties (A, G, and D), but he had to hold them for 3 successive cycles. He

then stormed into village B (that had switched from Government to neutral on

cycle 9) with a large force and demanded his loyalty under the threat of kill-

ing 40 men. B responded accordingly T.!th the stated reason: "threatened to

kill 40 men.' The retention of the loyalties of A, G, D, and B was sufficient

to win the game for the Insurgen. 2 cycles lacer.
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Summary, Game 8. 6 May 1965, IDA Washingtoa, D.C. V.
The 6 May game started more quickly and aggressively than the one on the

previous night. The participants were the same except for 1 villager. The

Government began by enlisting 10 men from each village for his forces. The

only itmediate c!ffect of this action appeared in village A with a shift in

loyalty from neutral to Government with the reason given: "Loss of 10 men

to Government. Therefore must support Government". Village A maintained his

government loyalty until cycle 6 when he switched to the Insurgent because he

"Voted for Government for 4 rounds--didn't win--must be losing. V. C. tnreat-

ened to wipe out my village."

The Insurgent increased his forces by impressments from villages F (20)

and C (10). F's loyalty switched from neutral to insurgent beccuse "Insurgent

has incurred heavy losses on the manpower of my village and will take more it

I don't give him my loyalty". However C's loyalty drifted from neutral to

government because he "has more men and guaranteed protection."

The government then (cycles 4, 5, and 6) left ambushes in villages F, E,

and B and achieved loyalty shifts in his favor in E and B. Stated reasons were:

"The Government seems to have the upper hand", and "Presence of strong govern-

ment force, threats of insurgents."

Village D loyalty shifts were apparently due to persuasion since no signi-

ficant event occured there after the impressment of 10 by the government on

cycle 1. Neutrality was maintained for 3 cycles, followed by shifts to govern-

ment, then irnsurgent on 4 and 5 with the reasons being "Force" and "Will fight

government."

On cycle 6 the game was stopped inadvertently by Control because of an

apparent loss of the total Insurgent force due to an encounter with a 31 man

government ambush and the desire of the villager to support the ambush with his

own villagers. This would have been a proper ruling by Control if the Insurgent

had not been expecting an ambush. He was, however, and due to a recent rule

change the forces should have fought Pt 1:1 effectiveness. Had this occurred,

the Insurgent would have won. If the situation had been presented more clearly

to the villager, he would probably have made an opposite decision. Rule changes

resulted.

When the game was called, the Insurgent had adequate forces and the loyalty

of 3 villages for I cycle.
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Summary, Game 9

The ninth game was a long one. It involved a pattern of early

government strength gradually decaying as the government proved unable to do

much to eradicate the insurgents. The insurgents went from early rashness--

during which they were almost wiped out--to a policy of caucion and propa-

gandism.

The game began with the insurgents visiting several villages and the govern-

ment following and leaving several ambushes. In the second move cycle the in-

surgents decided to begin impressing men, and lost a 21 man recruiting force

to a government ambush in village A. The dynamic strategy of the government

was payirg off, both in insurgent casualties and village loyalties. There

were four villages loyal to t'.e government at this point, and the insurgents

had lost more than twenty percent of their forces. Had the goveriment been

able to maintain this position for two more move cycles, the game would have

been over, the insurgency '"nipped in the bud." The government kept the loyalty

of four villages for the next four moves, but the insurgents built up strength

above the minimum in move cycle three. However, attrition due to losses of

probes to the now prevalent (all villages but D) government ambasies pushed

the insurgent strength below the minimum for move cycles four and five.

Seeing the desperate position in which they were, the insurgeats took

their entire torce and with intelligence gathered from village C, counter-

ambushed Lnd destroyed a 41 man government ambush there. They impressed 10

men, which placed their strength above the minimum and were never again in

trouble. As the news of their success spread, their intelligence improved,

they were able to increase their forces slowly to a winning level, and most

importantly, they were able to avoid large losses due to ambushes.

As time went on and the government ambushes remained "un-spr-ng", the

credibility of imminent government victory diminished. The insurgents re-

frained from becoming involved in engagements, but made their presence known

by small probes and intense propagandism. Government loyalties decayed, and

by the thirteenth move cycle the insurgents had won.
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(

The tenth game was the shortest on record. It was unique in that there

were no engagenments between the belligerents, and the outcome was decided by

the village's reaction to the government's hyper-active impressment.

The government plan was to impress constantly for the first few moves.

It was felt that the villaget., resented impressment only when village strength

was at a level of 70 or 80 men. Zy quick impressment the government hoped to

Lorce the insurgents into impressing villagers at a point in the ganic when

there was a great deal of resentment associated with the impressment.

The insurgents, on the other hand, hoped tc utilize minimal impressment

and avoid as much resentment as possible. As a result, they impresz:ýd only 10

men in one village during the whole game--lO men being sufficient to increase

their 50 man force by twenty percent and satisfy the strength requirement.

In the first move, village D decided to promote the formation of a coali-

tion for the purpose of ending the game as quickly as possible. By the third

move cycle B and C had joined the coalition, but the government had become Qo

unpopular with other villages that the game ended before the coalition's effect

could be felt.

The government impressed 10 men per village in villages A, B, C, D, and E

1rn the first, second and third move cycles. The loyalties of these villages

all shifted to pro-insurgent in the second move cycle, except for E, which

waited until the third move cycle Lo become pro-insurgent. The insurgents

.mpr*-sed 10 men in the first cycle in village D, and having met their strength

reqL.rement, waited out the three move cycles until the government had de-

feated itself.
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Summary, Game I1, 20 May 1965, MIT IT

The game began with impressments of 10 villagers and elimination of ad-

ministrators •om each of 3 villages by the insurgents. These impressments

served to increase his forces to meet half of the criteria for winning. The

government responded by placing sizeable ambushes in all villages and also im-

pressing 10 men from each of 3 villages. The insurgent then tested for am-

bushes by visiting each village with one man. He encountered ambushes in

every village and subsequently adopted a "waiting" strategy by taking no action

at all during his next 5 moves. This was followed by single visits per move

with his entire force. These actions resulted in successfully overpowering

government ambushes in 2 out of 4 visits (plus a successful raid on government

home base). The insurgent hoped that waiting it out would minimize his losses,

create tension, and confuse the government. His single strikes with his en-

tire force and his precaution of leaving no ambushes vulnerable to government

attack were planned to add to his image of "no losses" and demonstrate strength.

This could possibly create a feeling of discontent with the government by the

villages by demonstrating that it would be a long drawn-out struggle that the

government could not end but could be stopped by shifting loyalties to the

insurgent.

The government concentrated on strategies chat were planned to reduce the

insurgent population, since he always had the loyalties of most of the villages.

His initial actions placed sizeable ambushes in many villages. He then ran-

domized the strengths and locations of the ambushes, hoping to eventually

overcome a large visiting insurgent force. This process was continued through-

out the game even though the insurgent did not even come out for several con-

secutive moves. When the Government encountered extreme difficulty in luring

out the insurgent for battle, the ambush pattern was changed to several small

groups which the insurgent could easily overcome and one large group that would

be difficult zo overcome--especially with cooperative pro-government villages.

At one point the government made plans with a village to remove all troops and

urge the village to seek an insurgent ambush that subsequently could be countered.

Az the government forces dwindled toward the end, his strategy resolved

into leaving and removing a single overwhelming ambush in one village ( and

impressing additional men).
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The game was arbitrarily stopped after 3-1/2 hours of actual play since

the hour was late, the limit of human endurance was approached, and no strong

trend toward the winning criteria was revealed.
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Summary, Game 12, 15 June 1965

On 3 June, the latest modification of the game of TERROR was played at

Abt Associates Inc. The only change from the previous play (TERROR-Il) was the

denial to the villagers of access to the full rules of the game. Instead, the

villagers were presented with a heavily censored version of the rules, from

which all numerical data were deleted. In addition, the substantive rules

given to the villagers included only that information which is necessary for

them to go through the mechanics of play. Thus, except in the broadest of

terms, the villagers were not aware of the consequences of their pla'• and, in

particular, were not really aware of the powers of and the constraints on the

belligerents. The villagers were, however, informed that the belligerents

knew all information which had been censored out of the villagers' rules, and

that they could attempt to learn these rules from the belligerents. The bellig-

erents were, moreover, entitled to mislead the villagers as to the nature of

the actual rules.

This modification to the game was motivated by the suggestion that the full

knowledge by the villagers of all the rules represented a high degree of politi-

cal sophistication on their part which is generally absent in real life. At

the same time attempts by the belligerents to impart their own versions of the

rules would correspond to real world political indoctrination.

The results of this first play with "politically naive" villagers can best

be stated as "not proven" since by and large neither of the belligerents exer--

cised their opportunity to take advantage of the villagers' ignorance. This

was probably due to the belligerent players being conditioned by previous games

in which the villagers knew as much of the rules as the belligerents. The

insurgents did attempt to propagandize the point that they needed the loyalty

of fewer villages to win, but this point was not made convincingly enough to

outweigh the effects of insurgent military losses. In any event, neither the

quality of play nor the basic understanding of the game on the part of the

villagers suffered because of their ignorance. It is therefore recommended

that the separate village rules be maintained in future play and that "poli-

tical indoctrination" by the belligerents be encouraged so that its effect

may be observed.

The action of the game, which resulted in a decisive government victory, (

was based primarily on military actions, which were, in turn, ased on excessive
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risk-taking by the insurgents and acting on faulty intelligence, these being

classical insurgent mistakes. The game opened with the insurgents impressing

equally from all five villages, well exceeding their required quota of recruits.

The government responded by leaving three 45 man ambushes. The insurgents,

through eavesdropping learned of one of these and successfully attacked it.

The confusion resulting from this stack, with all neighboring villagers honestly

claiming to be innocent of the betrayal, might have been very damaging to the

government, if it had been exploited by the insurgents. Instead the insurgents

chose to attack another suspected ambush with a major force without prior

verification of the ambush, relying on main strength rather than updating their

intelligence. The insurgents paid for this classical error with a decisive

military defeat which left the insurgents sufficiently weak in numbers that

the government, by leaving ambushes, was then able to deny them further access

to the villages. The weakness of the insurgents became apparent to the vil-

lagers, all cf whom ultimately sided with the government. Just before the end

of the game, the insurgents, in an effort to attrit government loyalty and

thereby buy extra time, returned all impressed men. This was interpreted as

a sign of further weakness. By the end of the game, the insurgent side was

reduced to three men, from a starting point of sixty and a high water mark of

one hundred.

The all-or-nothing aspect of military engagements in the game had

been criticized before. The engagement rules were therefore changed for this

game to provide 20 percent losses to the victors and 20 percent survivors to

the losers. This did not appiy to one-man probes and was modified to guarantee

that there were more survivors on the winning side than on the losing one.

Even with this rule, the single defeat of the major insurgent force (100 insur-

gents ambushed by 55 government troops, leaving 20 insurgent survivors and 45

government survivors) was still decisive in the game, demonstrating the pre-

eminent value of intelligence as opposed to brute force.

A
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Summary, Game 14, 25 June 1965, Prof. Pool's Residence

Game 13 was played with flow charts to check their completeness and is not

included here. Flow charts are in Appendix C.

The game began W:th the insurgent's impressikLg 10 men from each village

and killing government administrators. Then both belligerents entered into a

propaganda contest with visits to almost all villages with small forces on

every move. On move 6 the government left a 50 man ambush in village 3. The

ambush killed a single insurgent visitor on the next move, and it was then in-

creased to 60. The insurgent was warned of this situation by village 4 and

then encountered the ambush with a superior force. After this skirmish the

game again settled down to propaganda and intelligence visits by small forces.

The insurgent had sufficient forces to meet half of the win criteria due to

his initial impressments, but by this time had convinced only 2 villages to

swing away from their initial government loyalties (three are required to win).

In an effort to stop insurgent visits with small forces and lure him into

visits and ambushes with large forces, the government left relatively small

(10 man) ambushes in every village. The insurgent encountered 3 of them,

winning 2 and losing 1, and wiped out one village. Pe also left a 31 man am-

bush in his only loyal village at that point which lost an engagement with 120

government troops on the next move. The game was then stopped after 3-1/2

hours of actual play and declared a stalemate. The insurgent had lost heavily

in the last move and had the loyalty of only one village; the government was

denied victory because of the elimination of a village.
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•- Summary, Game 15

The insurgents opened in village A by impressing 10 men. A faw moves

later they impressed 10 more, the last such action they were to take there.

They impressed a total of 45 men from village B, and were considerably harsher

there than in village C.

The government began by leaving 75-man ambushes in villages A and C,

with both belligerents trying to sway B from its position of neutrality. Warned

by village A, the insurgents were able to kill 65 government troops in a counter-

ambush. The government also left 61-man ambushes in villages B and C, but could

knock out only a single-man patrol before the game ended.

When the game was called, village C was pro-government, B was neutral and

A w.i, L/3 insurgent and 2/3 neutral. The insurgents had gained forces through

impressment but had insufficient success in winning popular loyalty.

The government impressed villagers in order to have leverage in forcing

the villagers to be on good behavior, but village loyalty reports suggest that

impressment efforts ma" have backfired, since the highest insurgent sympathy

was found in the village of earliest impressment, while the greatest government

loyalty was in village C, where the government did not impress.

Many players on both sides thought that the best government strategy

involved (at least in part) a large roving ambush. However, as the government's

large-ambush policy lost credibility as an effective and convincing tactic, the

goverunent lost allegiance in all villages except C and eventually placed more

cmphasis on smaller patrols.

Insurgent tactics involved primarily a roving and probing force which

occasionally clashed with government troops. They sent out numerous one-man

recon patrols, relying on these and village warnings to reveal government

ambushes. The insurgents left no ambushes in the villages, but performed a

number of counterambushes.

Additional components of insurgent strategy were to:

1. Execute village administrators immediately, to deny the government
vital information and village contact. (There was seldom any village
opposition to losing administrators. Village A preferred it as an
aid to their playing both sides in the conflict.)

2. Reward loyal villages and punish neutral or pro-government villdges
which continued to frustrate them in the lattee stages of the game.

3. Stress the bestiality (but not weakness) of the government while pro-
claiming its own military power (while neglecting to take advantageC)
of its early counterambush victories).
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Village A sought to play a survival game by being nice to both sides and,

if possib'e, confusing them so as to prevent their taking decisive action in

the village. Village B began neutral, then switched to pro-government on

receiving pro-government loyalty information from the other villages.

But village B grew; impatient with government inability to win and shifted

back to a firm neutrality policy. Village C was initially neutral, but changed

to pro-government on move 8 and remained loyal for the remainder of the game

(due to insurgent impressment and feelings of strong government presence).
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Introduction
k This will introduce the AGILE-COIN Game, an exercise designed

to demonstrate some of the important political and operational factors

in the transition fromn the terrorism phase to the gverrilla warfare phase

of insurgency.

The game may be played by training groups ranging from fifteen to

over fifty men. A minimum time of four hours is recommended: at least

one hour fcr briefing and rtile familiarization which should include a short

deirionstr,' Lion game; two to two and a half hours of actual play; and one-

half to one hour for de-briefing and discussion of results. More than two

ho~urs' play is usually required for the belligerents to perceive each others'

strategies and have time to respond effectively.

It has been our experience that players learn most by playing each

major role twice- -the first time for familiarity and the second for experi-

menting with strategies and tactics. Since there are three major roles

(Insurgent, Villager, Government), this suggests a minimum of six game

ex-oeriences per student, or a t.otal time allocation of 24 hours or three

days.

The physical space requirements vary with the number of players and

teams. The minimumn-size game of twenty players (including two referees)

on six teams (Contrcl, Insurgent, Government, plus three Village Teams)

requires five small rooms on a common corridor (or an average back yard

with five clumps of bushes or tents). If larger teams are desired, more

space per team must be provided. If more teams nf the minimum size (3

in villages, 2 on belligerents, 2 on control) are desired, more separate~

roome will be needed.

Ordinary tables and chairs may be used in the rooms. (No furnishings

are needed if the game is played outdoors. ) Gamne equipment consists of

rules, forms, and simple counters representing people. No special equip-

ment cr hardware is requirecl.

Minor additions have been made for the teaching game that involve pri-

marily the mechanics of record-keeping on populations held by all players,

the rapid calculation of outcomes of military engagements, reporting and

(display requirements, and win criteria. These changes have been incor-

porated in the game materials presented in this Appendix.
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Introduction to Game Details
For players with limited or va.ried experience, it is wise to have

an appropriate briefing session: well-organized, succinct, and just as

long as is required to orient the players on the general game procedures

in order to preclude gross confusion at the early stages of play. A short

demonstration game of about thirty minutes duration with five minute moves

is recommended as a part of the initial orientation.

Moreover, much of the learning the player acquires from these game

exercises is summarized and highlighted during the debriefing sessions

and in further post-game analysis. In order to provide the necessaýry data

for these activities, the players should be urged to submit the reports

called for during the game promptly, to keep copies of their correspondence,

and to record other information on motives, attitudes, and strategies.

Members of the Control team will play a vital role in expediting

game actions. Wherever possible, extra players should be assigned to the

Control team (these do not need to be students), with a Control member as-

signed to each belligerent and each village ideally. He could keep accurate

count of populations, prepare the loyalty forms, and answer procedural

questions on game rules, legitimate tactics, etc.

It is also emphasized that village players incur no penalty for indica-

ting sympathy with the Insurgents, other than what the Government team can

do, should these sympathies come to the government's notice.

Control members should have a thorough knowledge of the rules before

the game. The belligerents should be briefed on the game details and given

a short period to prepare strategies. Then the villagers should be given

an abbreviated briefing on game rules using the villager rule sheets as a

guide. Villagers then proceed to their respective village areas with one

Gov!rni -ent Administrator per village (if assigned by the government) and

wail until the game begins. Players should be encouraged to ask questions

during the briefing sessions and all procedural questions should be answered.

After the debriefing, all players should complete a copy of the game

critique and submit all their notes and recorded materials to Control.
It is estimated that the game design team can train instructors in opera-

ting and supervising the game in one full day.
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TYPICAL SPACE REQUIREMENTS

Number of Number of Number of Size of
Players Teams Rooms Rooms

20 1 Control (2 ea) 5 100 ft.
2 Belligerents (Z ea)
3 Villages (3 ea)
3 Administrators
2 Couriers

26 1 Control (2 ea) 5 150 ft.
2 Belligerents (Z ea)
3 Villages (5 ea)
3 Administrators
2 Cour'ers

OR

28 1 Control (2 ea) 7 100 ft.
2 Belligerents (2 ea)
5 Villages (3 ea)
5 Administrators
2 Couriers

35 1 Control (3 ea) 5 200 ft.

2 Belligerents (3 ea)
3 Villages (7 ea)
3 Administrators
2 Couriers

OR

39 1 Control (3 ea) 7 150 ft. 2
2 Belligerents (2 ea)
5 Villages (5 ea)
5 Administrators
2 Ccuriers

OR

39 1 Control (3 ea) 10 100 ft. 2

2 Belligerents (3 ea)
7 Vil.lges (3 ea)
7 Administrators
2 Couriers

(B B-5
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INSTRUC TOR'S GUIDE

ARPA - AGTLE COIN GAME

The following check -ist should be used for game preparation, operation

and post-game g.nalysis.

I. Game Preparation

A. Players

The game should have a minimum of 20 players. Any
number from 20 to about 50 can be accommodated. The
village players should be divided into from 3 to 7 groups
with from 3 to 7 players in each group to form villages.
The Insurgent t.amn should have from 2 to 5 players; thL
Gohvernment should also have from 2 to 5 principal players
and at least enough administrators for 1 per village. A
courier should be provided for each belligerent team, and
2 to 5 people can be used on the Control team.

B. Facilities

Each village group should have its own space that permits
limited communications between the groups. The belli-
gerent teams should each have separate headquarters that
can be isolated from the game action.

C. Materials

Before the game begins, each player should be given rules
and procedures appropriate to his part and given time to
study them and formulate questions. Belligerent folders
should contain:

1., Rules for Belligerents
2. Rules for Villagers
3. Suggestions for Play
4. Critique forms
5. M~ssage forms
6. Sequence of Events during a Visit
7. Statement from a Viet Cong Directive
8.. What the AGILE COIN Game Is and Is Not
9. Timing Graph

10. Map of the Area
11. Rules for Government Administrators

(Government folder only)
12. Chips representing forces: Government,

175-250 for 3 to 7 villages; Insurgents,
50-75 for 3 to 7 villages. These force
sizes must be kept secret.

Village folders should cor-ain:

1. Rules for Villagers
2. Procedures for Villages with more

than one Player
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3. Suggestions
4. Critique forms
5. Message forms
6. Sequence of Events during a Visit
7. Statement from a Viet Cong Directive
8. What the AGILE COIN Game Is and Is Not
9. Timing Graph

10. Village Name Cards
11. Report forms, 15 for each player
12. Chips representing villagers: 100 per village

divided equally among the players

The Control folder should contain:

1. Control record sheets
Z. Casualty Calculator
3. Die (or Dice)
4. Bell
5. Briefing Outline
6. Win Criteria
7. Display Sheets
8. Complete Set of Rules

D. Briefing

The pre game briefing should be scheduled to last about one
hour for first-time players. and should cover the following
subjects:

1. Objects of the game and general conditions
for winning

2. Censored rules 1 vA1•gers
3. Move seouences and visit mechanics
4. General resource levels
5. Courier service, message pads, and inter-

village communications
A. Delays in messages, intelligence and training
7. Bell
8. Engagements
9. Role of Administrators and Spies (Insurgent

spies should be selected and notified secretly
and informed that they can communicate by
writing messages on the report form that will
be delivered by Control)

10. Chips representing people
11. Village elections, role of the chief
12. Reports after every cycle
13. Abduction and voluntary departure from the

village
14. Divide into 3 groups: Government, Insurgent and

Villagers to continue with detailed briefings. Allow
about 20 minutes for strategy formulation.

H. Game Operation

The game is played jy the belligerents visiting the villages in alternate
"-C equal length time periods, with the Insurgents moving irst. The timeperiod is characteristically 10 minutes in length, but it can be adjusted
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by the ControJ team to control game dynamics. It is desirable
to get as many moves as possible into the time allotted and to avoid V
boredom on the part of all players if the action is slow and yet
also to allow time for planning and Control functions, if the action
is fast.

The Control team is responsible for:

I. Player's following the rules
2. Handling fhe chips for visits and engagements
3. Collecting reports
4. Maintaining displays and records
5. Situasion- specific decision-making
6. Signifý,±ng winner- when necessary

11I. Post-Game Analysis

A. The Dtz-Briefing Session

Immediately after the game is stopped (because either the time
has run out or tne win criteria X',ave been met), a de-briefing
session should be held with discussion structured in the following
sequence :

1. Control's summary of the overall play and
presentation of loyalty and population profiles

2. Presentation of Government strategy and play
3. Presentation of Insurgent strategy and play
4. Report on village play from each chief
5. Discussion including descriptions by the village

players of their perceptions, strategy and concepts
of loyalty as reported during the game

B. Analysis of the Game

After the game, the Control team should write a briei descriptive
summary of the game. This general description should be combined
with actual control records of the game, villager report forms, and
all written messages to enable analysts to reconstruct the game.
The attached village analysis form has been found useful for this pur-
pose. The Comments section should focus on what affects loyalty,
particularly the events leading up to loyalty changes. Reasons given
on tbe back of the villager report forms for loyalty shifts are parti-
cularly useful for this. Correlations between "Loyalty", "Who do
you think is winning", "Who do you want to win", and "How much
longer will the game last" are useful to observe the cross-pressures
felt by the villagers. Other factors bearing on loyalty are frequency
of belligerent visits and size of the visiting force, village population
level and the causes of its decline, the presence of a Government ad-
rninistrator, ambusl. placement, and mijitary engagement outcomes.

The reconstruction and analysis of the game usually require about one hour

per village and are, therefore, not usually available until the day after the

game. However, learning outcomes can be considerably improved by a dis-

cussion of the game analysis on the following day since until this time, no

single player has had an overview of the complete game.
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A COMPLETE SET OF GAME MATERIALS
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RULES FOR BELLICERENTS

GAME OBJECTIVE

To observe the effects of coercion and counter-coercion on village loyalty
using terror, impressment, recruitment, and protection.

TEAMS

There are three types of teams in the game: Two belligerents, Insurgents,
Government; and the Villages (population). There is on'ly one Government
and one Insurgent team; but there are several Village teams.

PLAYER OBJECTIVES (Definitions of Winning)

Insurgents -- Gain the loyalty of villages and increase forces.

Government -- Gain the loyalty of villages and decrease insur-
gent forces.

Villages -- Survival and ending of conflict as soon as possible.
The winning village is loyal to the winning side at the time of
victory and has incurred the least population loss.

There are 2 winners: the successful belligerent and the winning villager.
The exact criteria (predetermined) ior winning the game by either belli-
gerent are known only to Control.

MOuVE RATES

Government and Insurgents are given alternate periods for action
(to simulate days and nights). These alternate periods are normally ten
minutes long. If the belligerents exceed the pre-set move time, they lose 10%0
of their remaining forces per minute (to simulate Government foraes being caught
at night, orInsurgent forces being caught out during daylight). Move limits
are signified by bell ringing: 1 = night; 2 = day.

RESOURC ES

Insurgent forces are represented by symbols (coins, chips, or cards).
Their size is known only to their leader (and Control), but ranges from
20 to 200. Initial Gavernment force equals 200 men. Government forces
are also represented by symbols. Each village starts with 103 villagers
including a chief; they are represented by symbols.
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MILITARY

1. Ambush (surprise) increases force effectiveness, but a

betrayed ambush reduces force effetriveness according to

casualty tables maintained by Control.

2. The numerically superior force (in effective units) always wins.
No prisoners are taken, and forces are killed in proportion to numbers and
force ratios (indicative of length of battle).

3. Both Insurgent and Government can recruit by persuasion or im-
pressment from villages, but villages can respond by shifting loyalties, giving
intelligence to the adversary, or in some cases, violently resisting.

4. Any player (villager or belligerent) can kill with a sufficient force
superiority.

5. Villages can fight at an effectiveness of 1 to 5 against either Gov-
ernment or Insurgents or both. Example : 50 Villagers can kill 9 belligerents.

6. Whenever there is any kind of military action in a village, some
villagers are killed in the crossfire in proportion to the size of the military
action.

7. Large ambushes are more likely to be detected by the adversary.
Ambushes of less than 10 are not detected (unless betrayed). Control will
judge whether or not a large ambush is detected, based on probabilistic cri-
teria. If it is considered detected, Control will warn the intended victim of
the ambush.

8. Number of Government casualties is known to Insurgent winnlng an
engagement; the converse is not true.

INTELLIGENCE

The Government team is provided with a special display of information for
each village, if an administrator is alive in the village. The display of
village loyalties and populations is reported by the chief and delayed one
game cycle-. The belligerents also have courier services to
carry messages. Intelligence is gained more routinely by villagers and
belligerents by face-to-face interrogation.

ATTRITION FROM DESERTIONS

One percent each of belligerent forces desert each move, with an 0. 5 pro-
bability of returning to a village

DEPLOYMENTS

The Government must keep at least 1016 of its force at home (the capital)
of which 1/2 may be recruits. Failure to comply will result in Control's
penalizing severely. Home base can be attacked by Insurgents to inflict
!osses and gain current loyalty and population information displayed. This
atta,.k can occur at any time - even during the Government move - by the
Insurgents visiting Government headquarters in the presence of a Control
person. Forces are engaged at 1:1 effectiveness.
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Each belligerent must deposit with Control the symbols representing the
size of his visiting force at each village. These symbols are returned to him
at the end of the move--not at the end of each village visit. He cannot
move his entire force from village to village in a single move. Visiting
Government forces must always be at least 2 soldiers, but Insurgents may
visit singly.

RULES FOR ACTION

1. There is no limit to the number of villages that can be visited
in each time period by either belligerent, except the lack of visiting
forces and the decision for a reconnaissance visit in force (see No. 7).

2. There is an impressment ratio of 1 villager: 3 impressors and
a delay belore use of impressed villagers because of the requirements for
training. Impressed villagers can then be forced to fight along with the belli-
gerents if they are accompanied by an equal number of belligerents. Example:
27 Insurgents can impress 9 villagers. These villagers are in training during
the next move of the impressor and cannot be used by him. However, at the
beginning of his second move after impressment, 9 Insurgents can fight side-
by-side with the 9 impressed -rillagers making a force of 18.

3. Villagers that have been impressed or recruited may be returned by
the belligerents to their home villages at the discretion of the impressor, sub-
ject to losses.

4. A Government administrator (unarmed, but taken from the initial
Government force of Z00) may be left in each village to give information or
warning. If there is a Government ambush in a village, villagers may not kill
the administrator without killing the entire ambush.

5. The Government cannot set ambushes for Insurgents until Insur-

gents take some action in the villages (impressment, recruitment, or killinig).

6. A visit by Government or Insurgent to a village is made in the
following sequence:

a. Control and a belligerent (physically) approach a village
position.

b. During this approach the villager or administrator may
warn the belligerent of an ambush verbally or by holding up
a written card so indicating.

c. The belligerent gives the symbols showing the number in
his visiting force to Control.

d. Control tells the villager the approximate size of the
visiting force (small, medium, large).

e. If there is an ambush, the superior force wins. A belli-
gerent cannot speak to the villager if he loses due to the am-
bush, or if the villager decided to fight the visiting force and
wins.

f. Belligerents can gather intelligence through discussion
with personnel in the village, or take action in the village, onlyC- if they have made a successful entry.
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7. Either belligerent may make special reconnaissance visits to gain
infr rbout i .a11hpected ambush in a village by infcrming control and
the village chief of his intention. Control will then reveal the true ambush
status of that village. If there is an ambush present the belligerent inay
then use this information as adequate warning upon his return to that village
on his next move. Only that one village may be visited on ea.ch of these
consecutive moves.:

RECORD KEEPING
Villages record loyalty and village population after every cycle. Reasons

must be listed for changes in loyalty values. Loyalties; are shown as "G"
(Government), "I" (Insurgents), or "N" (Neutral). Major discrepancies be-
tween voluntary actions and stated loyalties are subject to negotiation with
Control at the end of the game. Loyalty changes must go through neutral for
one cycle when changing sides.

Intelligence estimate forms may be kept to aid village planning.

COURIER SERVICES

A Government and an Insurgent couxier carry written messages loetween their
headquarters and villages. They may also be used to exchange messages be-
tween villages.

Impressed men cannot all be returned to villages. The actual number returned
will be the product of the desired number to be returned and a roll of a die (i. e.,
60% return if die turns up 6).

Counte--Ambushes must be based on positive intelligence of the presence of an
ambush in a given village, and this intelligence must be declared to Control
first. The village host to an ambush may elect to betray the counter-ambush
by "warning" the ambush it is host to. The village does this by private declara-
tion to Control at the approach of the counter-ambush forces. In the event of
a betrayed counter-ambush of a betrayed ambush, all forces fight at actual

numerical values since surprise is lost on both sides.

Villages cannot engage in ambushes or counter-ambushes. They can only act
militarily at one-fifth effectiveness

Villages know only the approximate size of approaching courter-ambushing forces
(large, medium, or small).
If village warns of ambush smaller than actually present, or if a general warn-
ing (unspecified betrayal) is given, forces fight at 1:1 force effectiveness.

Time Out may be called from time to time by Control as required.

ABDUCTION RULES

Belligerents may abduct and release individual village players. Players in cus-
tody must be taken to belligerent headquarters and guarded by a belligerent team
member. The village player's population is under the control of the village
chief while he is away. If he rettrns, he resumes control of his villagers.
When trainees are returned to the villages, their fighting effectiveness is increased

from 1:5 to 1:Z and it may be used against either bel.ligerent.

Insurgent spies may be present.
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RULES FOR GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATORS

1. You are the government administrator in a village. Your loyalty is
to the government and you will always tell the government the truth, an-
swering any questions asked of you by the government; also volunteering
any information you think would be helpful to the government. You are
an information storage device, accessible only to the government. You
may lie or refuse to speak to the insurgents or the village chief.

2. You are, while you're alive, also the communications link to the
government. As such, you send notes through the government courier
service when you or the village chief have information to pass on to the
governnment, or to answer government notes. Further, if you know of
an ambush in your village or another village, you may warn an approach-
ing government team of this fact by stepping into warning area (after
government approaches) and telling government.

3. You wish to aid the government in gathering information and gaining
loyalty. You will therefore:

a. Try to ascertain what the loyalty of your assigned village is.
The information on the sheet the chief hands to control will
not be received by the government until one cycle later--if you can
find out the information sooner, the government will be helped.

b. fry to influence the village chief in the village to which you
are assigned to become pro-government. Persuasioa, lies,
threats, all are possible, allowable ways of influencing. How-
ever, if you become sufficiently obnoxious, the villager., may
decide to assassinate you. Any persuasive action on your part
must be done on orders from the government--not initiated by you.

4. There is an excellent chance that at some point in the game, you will
be killed. There are several ways in which this can happen:

a. The insurgents may kill you, with or without the consent of
the village. If the village at which you are stationed does not
choose to defend you, you may be slain by a single visiting insur-
gent. If, on the other hand, the village wishes to defend you, the
insurgents will need a force.

b. The village may kill you at any time, by informing you that
you are dead. (If there is no government ambush in the village.)

When killed, you may not inform the government which of the two options
was used to kill you and you must leave the village immediately.

(-
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RULES FOR ADMINISTRATORS

5. In the event that you are killed, you will go the administrator queue
at Government Headquarters. New
administrators will be taken from the queue (on a first-in-first-out basis)
as needed by government, and di3tributei to villages as the government
desires. While in the queue, the administrators are dead and in limbo,
waiting to return in their next reincarnation as administrator of some village
or other. While in the queue no information concerning the game should be
exchanged, and little talking should be conducted.

6. When an administiator is taken from the queue and assigned to a
village, he may freely relate only that information (or pro-government
falsehoods) to the village chief that he has been given or perceived since
being "re-incarnated.
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AGILE-COIN GAME

RULES FOR VILLAGERS

GAME OBJECTIVE

To observe the effects of coercion and counter-coercion on village loyalty
using teýrror, impressment, recruitment, and protection.

TEAK, S

There are three types of teams in the game: Two belligerents, Insurgents,
Government; and the Villages_(population). There is only one Government
and one Insurgent team; but there are several Village teams.

PLAYER OBJECTIVES (Definition of Winning)

Insurgents -- Gain the loyalty of villages and increase forces

Government -- Gain the loyalty of villages and decrease insur-
gent forces.

Villages -- Minimize losses, ending the conflict as soon as
possible, and be on the winning side at the end of the game.

There a.-e 2 winners: the successful belligerent and the winning village.
The exact criteria (predetermined) for winning the game by either belli-
gerent axe known only to Control.

MOVE RATES

Move limits are signified by bell ringing: 1 = night (Insurgent move begins);
2 = day (Government move begins).

RESOURC ES

Belligerent forces and village populations are represented by symbols
(coins, chips, or cards).

MILITARY

1. Ambush (surprise) increases force effectiveness, but a betrayed
ambush reduces the force to an effective number of some fraction of its size
(to simulate counter-ambush).

Z. The numerically superior force (in effective units) always wins.

3. Both Insurgent and Government can recruit by persuasion or
Impressment from villages, but villageE& can respond by 2hifting loyalties,

C giving intelligence to the adversary, or in some cases, violently resisting.
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4. Any player (vi]lager or belligerent) can kill with a sufficicnt

force superiority.

5. Villages can fight against either Govern:ment or Insurgents
orbt.6. Crossfire.

7. Large ambushes are more likely to be detected by the adversary.
Co-,trol will judge whether or not a large ambu3h is detected, based on
probabilistic criteria. If it is considered detected, Control will warn the
intended victim of the ambush.

INTELLIGENCE

The Goverm-nent team is provided with a special display of information for
each village, if an administrator is alive in the village. The belligerents
have courier services to carry messages. Intelligence is gained more
routinely by villagers and belligerents by face-to-face interrogation.

RULES FOR ACTION

1. Impressed villagers can be forced to fight along with the belligerents
if they are accompanied by an equal number of belligerents.

2. A Government administrator (unarmed, but taken from the
initial Government force~may be left in each village to give information
or warning. IU there is a Government ambush in a village, villagers may
not kill the administrator without killing the entire ambush.

3, A visit by Government or Insurgent to a village is made in the
following sequence:

a. Control and a belligerent (physically) approach a village
position.

b. During this approach the villager or administrator in
warning area may warn the belligerent of an ambush verbally or
by holding up a written card so indicating.

c. Control tells the villager the approximate size of the
visiting force (small, medium, large).

d. If there is an ambush, a belligerent cannot speak to the
villager if he loses due to the ambush, or if the villager decides
to fight the visiting force and wins.
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RECORD KEEPING

Villages record loyalty and village population after every cycle. Reasons
must be listed for changes in loyalty values. Loyalties are shown as "G"
(Government), "I" (Insurgents), or "N" (neutral). Major discrepancies
between voluntary actions and stated loyalties are subject to negotiation
with Control at the end of the game. Loyalty changes must go through
neutral for one cycle when changing sides.

Inte~iigence estimate forms may be kept to aid village planning.

COURIER SERVICES

A Government and an Insurgent cuurier carry written messages between
their headquarters and villages. They may also be used to exchange mes-
sages between villages.

Counter-Ambushes must be based on positive intelligence of the presence
of an ambush in a given village, and this intelligence must be declared to
Control first. The village host to an ambush may elect to betray the
counter-ambush by "warning" the ambush it is host to. The village does
this by private declaration to Control at the approach of the counter-ambush
forces.

Villages cannot engage in ambushes or counter-ambushes. They can only
act militarily at effectiveness against belligerents entering their village
when no adversary belligerent forces are present.

Villages know only the approximate size of approaching counter-ambushing
forces (large, medium, cr small).

Time out may be called from time to time by Control as required.

Insurgent spies may be present.
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V.

Procedures for Villages with more than One Player

Each village player represents the leader of an extended family

in the village. At the beginning of the game the village population (repre-

sented by symbols) is divided equally among the players.

The village chief is elected by majority vote. Each player has as

many votes as the population of the group he represents, and elections

may be held at any time. The chief decides and reports overall village

loyalty (G, N, or I) to control written on the report forms at the end of

each move cycle. If there was a Government administrator present during

the entire move cycle, the Government is given this information with a one

cycle delay. The chief decides the number recruited from each player by

either belligerent unless overruled by the belligerent. Unless specified by

the belligerent, villagers impressed are taken in proportion to the popula-

tion held by each player.

Village players may make their own decisions (not necessarily the

same as the chief) about the military actions of their group (to fight or not

to fight).

Each player must report his identification, population, and loyalty

to contr-i (secrLtly, on the form provided) at the end of each move cycle.

Only the chief's reporting of overall village loyalty is subject to delayed

review by the Government as described above.

Village players may spy for either side. Communications with

belligere-uts are by discussions during visits or by no,es written on the

cards provided and delivered to the couriers.

Village players may leave the village and join the forces of the

Insurgent (as cadre) or the Government (as soldiers). There will be a short(lcycle)

training period before they can be used in combat. They may return to their

villages with the consent of the joined belligerent but can expect to suffer losses

on the trip due to the pe rils of the jungles. If consent is not granted, they can

be forced to fight as impressed villagers.

Each player should keep a record of events and i.mpressions. Reasons

for loyalty shifts are particularly important.
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VILLAGER REPORT FORM

Village Faction Cycle

Loyalty: Insurgent
(Check One) Neutral

Government

State reasons for loyalty shifts on back

Your population (# of villagers)
Your man-losses due to impressment

this cycle

Was there a village administrator in your
village all during this cycle?

Are you the Village Chief?
If YES, give your estimation oi the
loyalties of the rest of your village

Who do you think is winning?__

Who do you want to win?

How much longer (# of moves) will the
game last?

State any criticism of players' actions and/or
game rules on the back of this sheet.

NAME
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DURING VISIT

1. Belligerent approaches village.

Z. Control consults probability of detection table for ambush warning,
gives approaching belligerent warning if table so indicates. (If applicable
because of large size of ambush.)

3. Villagers or the administrator may warn of ambush (and its size,
if desired).

a., If there is an ambush in the village, and village chief reports
less men than actually present, engagement fought at 1:1 force
ratios.

b. If there is an ambush in the village, and the village chief reports
the correct or greater number of men to the approaching belligerent,
the visiting forces fight as a counter-ambush.

c. Or they may give other warnings (false, ambiguous, etc.) or warn-
ings about the other villages.

4. Belligerent decides whether to visit village and, if so, the size of the
visiting force. Visiting force is handed to Control. and the belligerent declares
whether his visit is a counterambush force(which, if control accepts his evidence,
results in surprise advantages for belligerent).

5. Control communicates the approximate size of visiting force to the

village (small, medium, or large).

6. Villag4.s may respond by:

a. No action.

b. Fighting belligerent visitors, if no ambush present.

c. Warning anmbush force in village of approaching counterambushing
force, resulting in 1:1 force ratio conflict.,

7. Control calculates and announces results of engagements if any,
any communication desired, etc..
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DURING VISIT

Definition:

ENGAGEMENT is the presence of both belligerents' forces in the same

village.

An engagement may also occur between village and belligerent, but
village may not participate in battle between belligerents. The presence
of an administrator in village with visiting insurgents is not an engage-
ment (i. e., not automatic). Executions are not engagements.

(_B
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MOVE1 2 3 4 5 6 7

NIGHT DAY NIGHT DAY NIGHT DAY NIGHT

INS GOVT INS GOVT INS GOVT INS

(ODD) (EVEN)

,-MOVE

CYCLE --

(RjEPOLRT CRREýPOR T EP2O fi.

Intellinetceience Intelli genc-%

collection delay -I Available rAvailable I
(2 moves, 1 cycle)

1mpre s Training requires one Forces
or / full move by the belligerent perational

Re ruit acquiring the forces

TIMING

*Intelligence (chief's assessment of village loyalty and population) available
to Government if Administrator present--otherwise not.,
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WINNING CRITERIA

A. Government

1. Luy.lty of a majority in every village

2. No insurgent loyalty in a majority of villages

3. Insurgents reduced to less than half original force

B. Insurgents

1. Majority of villages loyal (plurality role in each loyal village)

2. Minority loyalty in all other villages

3. Destroy 20%6 of government forces, increase own 20%

C. Individual Villager

1. In winning village

2. Loyal to faction which is winning

3. Largest 76 of original population of all those fitting Cl and C2 above

D. Individual Village

I. Loyal to winning belligerent

2. More men than any other village
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CASUALTY CALCULATOR

(

Potential 30

Viliagers 3
Killed

(no sur-
prise) 20 -

10r

Total Number of Men Firing

Surprise 1. Village Casualties
Factor . If surprise is involved, casualties

.6 are the product of Potential Villa-
ger Killed and the Surprise Factor.

..4
7 i

Ratio, Surprised/Surprising

Belligerent Casualties

Larger Force Losses (smaller force size)2

No Surprise: larger force size

Smaller Force Losses = 90%

If Surprise,

Surprising SurprisedI
Wins Wins

Fraction 1i.. 0
WinnerIs
ForceSurviving . Loser Casualties = 905D

I Z 4 5 7 8

c Ratio, Surprised/Surprising
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WHAT THE AGILE COIN GAME U

IS and IS NOT

A human plaý, r simulation of a A comprehensive simulation of
few of the important local factors all aspects of insurgencies in
in the transition from subversion general, or of a particular in-
to guerrilla warfare. surgency.,

A simulation of the interaction of A simulation of the detailed tactics
political loyalties, military of counterinsurgency warfare or
forces, and intelligence about political subversion.
loyalties and forces.,

A sirmulation of a small number A simulatior, of an entire
of snall village communities re- country, or of the capital city
sponding alter-natively to govern- of a country.
mnent and ins3urgent presence and
demands.

A simulation of coercion and A simulation of economic and
counter-coercion using terror ideological pressures and promises
(threats of and simulated used to influence village populations.
murder and abduction), im-
pressment, recruiting, and
protection.

A simulation of a few of the poli- A simulation of the complete
tical -esponses to terror in the political process in villages.
village s.

Group training with maximum A predictive technique for deter-
student participation (learning mining the real world outcomne of
by doing). certain combinations of variables

and strategies.
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II

From a Viet Cong Directive of September 1963:

"We should promote a comprehensive movement of political

and military struggle (gain popular loyalty); carry out a continuous

offensive to reduce enemy forces; build up our own forces; .....

counteract the enemy's schemes which aim at separating the masses

from the revolution; sabotage strategic hamlets;...oppose military

operations; fight enemy commandoes and spies; strengthen the people;

cooperate with the people to defeat the enemy..."

Quoted by Douglas Pike in "The
Communication Proces of the
Communist Apparatus in South
Vietnam"

(UNDERLINED behavior is played in AGILE-COIN)

I
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AGILE COIN GAME

CRITIQUE

1., What role did you play in the game?

2. What aspect did you find most -realistic?

3. What aspect did you find most un-realistic?

4. What was your best move?

5. What was your worst error?

6. What would have been your best strategy?

7. Did you become deeply involved in the asti3n?

8. Do you tiinl< the game was too short, about right, or too long? (circle one)

9. Do you think the -a ne was too complex, about right, or too simple? (circle one)

10. Do you think the teams had too few, about the right number, or too many
players? (circle one)

11, How many times should a soldier play the game to exhaust its training
possibilities? Once? Three times? Ten times? Thirty times? (circle one)

12. What did you find most confusing about the game?

13. Who would learn most from playing this game?

14. What could be lea,'ned from observing many plays of the game?

15., How does the game compare with other training techniques?

16. How does the game compare with other research techniques?

17. Please write any suggested
improvemnents on back of sheet. Name

Thank you.

Telephone No. 
J
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AGILE-COIN GAME

Some suggestions for the players derived from game critiques.

GOVERNHENT

Build up security in a few key villages and couple this with
aggressive acts in the others.

Punish quickly tLose villages which are changing loyalty toward

the insurgents.

Aggressive action pays off.

Record a plan of attack and communicate this to the villages.

Use the villages as information sources by asking questions about
insurgent policies, and maintain a record of administration losses.

Play on motive of pavoff to villager, 71eig'.r can have no losses of
people, but if on losing side, he still loses.

Impress equally to provide a large mobile force ý.o main~tain loyalty.

Avoid role playing--it wastes time and bores villagers.

Communicate your plan ana other information (true or false) that
will win village loyalty.

Ask about number of villagers and administrator, insurgent visits,
neighboring villages.

Avoid the trap of trying too hard in the early stages instead of plan-
ning a long range strategy, and developing information channels.
Don't get info a position of hoping the insurgents will run into an
ambush rather than taking positive measures to punish villages that
warn of ambushes.

GENERAL

To a large extent the dynamics of the game are determined by the
Insurgents' general strategy. Government will usually wind up in
trouble unless it correctly perceives the nature of Insurgent'sV strategy and counters that strategy directly.
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AGILE-COIN GAME

Some suggestions for the players derived from game critiques. I

INSURGENT

Send one man into each village from time to time on scouting --

if government ambush is present, you will learn of it at low cost.

Information is all important. Try to establish an information

center by rewarding and punishing villages.

Determine whether intelligence is accurate or not by testing.

Act only with careful judgment, but then be decisive.

Appeal to a group of villages for their loyalty and a significant
number of men, and pledge their return (force villagers into
collusion so that they cannot act independently without causin~g
confusion and distrust).

GENNERAL

To a large extent the dynamics of the game are determined by the
Government's general strategy. Insurgents will usually wind up
in trouble unless they correctly perceive the nature of Government's
strategy and counter that strategy directly.

B- 4



AGILE-COIN GAME

Some suggestions for the playerg derived from game critiques.

VILLAGES

Avoid being drawn into forcing a win at great sacrifice.

Remember that a dead administrator allows freedom in loyalty
position, but such freed-m may require lying to government.

Test both sides' willingness to act, impress, etc., by false
(made up) information.

When government plays a passive strategy, village can take a
high risk position in helping insurgents.

Prepare notes to both sides ahead of time to speed up communica-
tion. Notes prevent eavesdropping.

Be careful to space information about other villages so that be-
trayal won't be so obvious.

Avoid having troops left in ambush and avoid impressment without
reward. It is hard to get the troops out once they are positioned.

( B-35
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1. 0 Int roduction

The purpose of this document is to present the detailed logical

structure of the computer simulation model of the AGILE COIN game.

The entire model design has been oriented toward a computer

simulation. which wil- permit continuous, on-line man-machine interaction.

Such interaction pervades the entire model structure. it permits the

human player(s) to control the course of the game by selectively replacing

the computer:s decision-making functions with on-line human decision-

making. Recent developments in computer systems technology have

enabled such innovations to become practicable. Time-sharing systems

provide the means of achieving such goals.

The benefits of man-machine interaction in the decision-making

phase, of the simulation have been a primary consideration in formulating

the de, ision logic of the model. The details of this decision logic are

provide•. the flow charts of Section 3 in this Appendix. In these charts,

howeve.:. .. ie man-machine interaction in decision-making is not explicitly

indicatec. Instead, the interaction is treated in a generalized fashion

in Section 2; and the flow charts show only computer decision-making.

This method of presentation was chosen for two reasons.

First, by indicating only one (machine) mode of decision-making, the

flow charts can be significantly shortened and simplified. Second, the

man-machine aspect is essentially the same for all the model's decision-

making functions, even though the specific decisions may differ. For

these reasons, the specific method of employing the alternative decision-

making modes has not been indicated in the flow charts themselves.

The implementation of a computer simulation providing man-

machine interaction would, of course, require the incorporation of the

decision-making modes described in Section 2, with the detailed logical

structure presented in Section 3.
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2. 0 Decision-Making Modes in the Computer Simulation Model

There are th~ree types of teams in the simulation:

GOVERNMENT) BELLIGERENTS
INSUf.GE1TS)
VILLAGES

There are several villages, each of which may consist of

multiple factions. Both belligerents and each faction in each village may

be represented by either a man or the computer.

The simulation has been designed to permit all of these game

roles to be played in three altern.tive modes of operation, which are

assigned at the start of the game. (See sample assignment in Figure Al..)

In one mode (machine) the cirnputer automatically assumes all the

decision-making functions of the role. In the other two modes (analyst

and player) a man is involved in every decision required of the role. The

generalized decision-making procedures relating these three modes is

shown in Figure A2,and their distinguishing features are described below.

1. Machine - in this mode the entire decision-making logic

is explicitly defined within the computer program and every

decision required of this role is made automatically.

2. Analyst -- in this -. ode the man is provided with the

computer-made decision, as well as all of the information

used in reaching the decision. He is then allowed to change

the decision if he so desires. Whenever he changes the

computer-made decision, the importance (weight) associated

with each piece of information (used by the computer in

reaching it: decision) is modified. The modifications are

such that with the same pieces of information and the new

weights the computer-made decision would be the same as

the man-made one In this respect the simulation can be

considered heuristic. Its decision-making functions undergo

gradual modification in order to conform with the man's

decision. Assuming that the man plays a rational game, the

"true" decision-making functions will be gradually approached.

3. Player -- in this mode the man is provided only with the

usual historical information available to that role in the manual

game. He is then re luired to select a course oi action from

among the alternatives available to him.
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ROLE MODE

MACHINE ANAL-iST PLAYER

Government X

Insurgent x

Village A:

Faction1 X

Faction 2 X

Faction 3 X

Village B:

Faction I X

Faction 2 X

SAMPLE ROLE/MODE ASSIGNMENT TABLE
FOR AGILE/COTN COMPUTER SIMULATION

Figure Al

C-3
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3. 0 Descriptive Flow Charts

This section provides a variety of flow charts which indicate

the types of interactions; basic sequence and gross decision-logic of

each move cycle; and a set of s•etailed logical flow charts suitable for

developing a prototype computer simulation of the AGILE/COIN game.

The gross interactions and the basic sequence a.nd gross

decision logic are directly applicable to a description of either the

manual game or the computer simulation. The detailed charts have been

prepared specifically for application to computer simulation. However,

they are also applicable to the manual game, although in a restricted

sense. They are applicable to the extent that they provide a player of

the manual game with an explicit statement of factors which should be

considered and actions which should be taken in playing the manual game.

However, they are not applicable to the extent that detailed adherence to

such flow charts in a manual game would consume an inordinate amount

of time and, occasionally, may not conform with a human player's in-

tuitively and spontaneously reached decisions.

3.1 Gross Interactions, Basic Sequence, and Gross Decision Logic

Each of the three teams,

Gove rnment
Insurgent
Village

which interact in the manual game and the simulation, do so through a

complex variel y of

Actions
Perceptions
Communications

and the major features of these interactions are shown in the following pages,
C-6 through C-11.
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BASIC Alv SEQUENCE

BELLIGERENT
Make Village Visitation List and
apportion troops based on the
intended action in the Villages.

VILLAGE
SGive general/specific/no ambush

warning as Belligerent approaches
Village.

pI

BELLIGERENT
Make decision to enter/probe/
leave ambush with (#) men.

VILLAGE
Make decision to Resist/Argue/
Accept Belligerent ent-ir.
If resist or ambush present,

FIGHT.
Re-evaluate loyalty and strategy.

"BELLIGERENT
Announce intended action -
recruit, impress, leavt ambush,
etc,

VILLAGE

Resist/Argue/Accept Belli-
gerent action.
Make r, quests.
Offer info/nien.
Re-evaluate loyalty and rtrategy.

r!

Village-Vil'age Communication
and perception. VWllage-Belliger-
ent (other) Cummunication and
perception.

( I
Repeat for other Belligerent. I
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I
3. 2 Detailed Decision Logic

This section contains detailed logical flow charts suitable for developing

a prototype computer simulation of the AGILE/COIN Game. They are organized

into three major groups, corresponding to the three major submodels of the

simulation:

BELLIGERENT ROUTINES

COMMUNICATION ROUTINES

VILLAGE ROUTINES

Each of these is comprised of several subroutines. It is through these sub-

routines that the various elements of the model are allowed to interact clyna-

mically.

Aj discussed in Section 1. 0 of this Appendix, these flow charts indicate

only the computer, i. e., machine mode, of decision-making. To provide the

man-machine features, the logic of the analyst and player decision-making

modes (see Section 2. 0 of this Appendix) must be incorporated with these

charts.

C-12
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BELLIGERENT ROUTINES

l, Move Plan

2. Action Type I

3. Action Type II

4. Fight

5. Review

( C-13



Belligerent Move Plan

Prepares the list of villages to be visited during the move,

the nu.-ber of men assigned to visit each village, and the purpose(s)

of each visit. (When there are multiple purposes for visiting a village,

these purposes are ordered according to their importance in decreasing

order.)

Basically the elements on this list are determined by what the

belligerent perceives that he needs to achieve victory -- shifts in

loyalty and/or relative force levels. The belligerent then selects those

actions and villages which tend to satisfy the perceived needs. To

induce selection of the most effective actions to satisfy these needs,

there is a gradual shift in the strategic weights associated with the

desirable actions.

C-14
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Belligerent Action I

Using the village visitation list (prepared by the BELLIGERENT

ME PLAN routine), this routine reacts to the village warning tactics

decision. Tt ases aMl available information on the village and the

belligerent's policy to decide upon which action to take with respect

to the village. Three alternative actions are allowed: GO AWAY, PROBE,

.NTER IN FORCE.
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Belligerent Action II

Given the action to be taken (from I above) this routine either

skips to the next village (GO AWAY) or enters the village with a probe

or in-force. Having entered the village, the belligerent either is

forced out of the village (in which case he skips to the next village)

or eventually communicates the purpose of the visit to this village.

This purpose may be either the originally intended purpose (from thp

visitation list) or a new purpose resulting from R change in the bel-

ligerent's perception of the village. This visit purpose is then used as

input to the VILLAGE ACTION routine.
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I

Fight

Calculates all losses associated with an engagement.

Using the four descriptions of every battle:--

1lumber of men in ambush

Number of men in entering force

Number of villages

Does entering force intend to spring an ambush

this routine calculates the effective force of each opponent which

then determines the victor.

Using the ratio of the effective forces, the duration of the

engagement is determined. The duration, together with the effective

force levels, determines the losses of both victor and loser and the

crossfire losses. These losses are then deducted from the levels at

the start of the engagement.
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Belligerent Review

Maintains a three-move history (to allow for the delay in loyalty

information) which gives the action employed in each village, the status

of the village as perceived by the belligerent, and (when it becomes

available) the shift in loyalty which occurred in the village.

This information is then used to update the ALTERNATE ACTION

EFFECTIVENESS TABLE. This table provides a summary of loyalty shifts as

a function of perceived village status and the action employed. The

loyalty shifts associated with each action are averaged and summed over

all village states. Whenever the sum exceeds a threshold the strategic

weight (which affects policy) assigned to this action is reirforcEd,

positively or negatively, to reflect the apparent desirability of this

action. This reinforcement, therefore, induces a gradual shift in

strategic weights so that the more effective policies (in terms of

loyalty shifts) are preferred.
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BELLIGERENT REVIEW

At the end of eich visit cycle, c: :h belligerent should record informAtion useful in his future decision-
making processes.

There are two types of information which should be especially important:

IA. Loyalty Changes as a function of
-- tactic employed
-- village descriptors

1B Loyalty Information
-- for every village, calculate perceived loyalty change

from one cycle to the next
-- for every village visited, keep three-move record on

tactic employed and village descriptors (Three move
because of delay in receiving loyalty information, loyalty
changes noted in one cycle should correlate with tactics
employed two move 3 earlier)

MOVE BEFORE LAST
At Start of Move village perceived as *

Village Action I Disloyal Unknown Loyal
Visited Employed Many men Few men Many men Few men Many men Few men

11 12
6 14
4 5
9 2

• Indicated bly(m appropriete column, into
which the change in perceived loyalty is
placed when it becomes available (2 moves
later)

LAST MOVE
At Start of Move villa perceived asS"Vllage Action Disloyal Unknown ' Loyal

Visited Employed Man_ men Few men Many men Few men Many men Few me,6 3 [] [
13 6

5 13 
C1

9 9C
z - 4 _

THIS MOVE
At Start of Move village perceived as

VIllage Action Disloyal Unkown Loyal
Visited Employed Many men Few men Many men Few men Many men Few men

5 2
4 1
7 11 0
9 1 0 E0

12 4L3

RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATE ACTIONS

Village - E -+
Descriptol 2 3 z 4 5 6 - when this mea

Actionsummed across all
Action village descriptors,.

-1 -- falls beltv a
C I thresholdCONTAINS

or2 ARITHMETIC MEAN ' _ _ _ . °-4alls above a thres-
hold

3 OF CHANGESIN: + Then
PERCEIVED LOYALTY strategic weigi'ts

IC should be modifind
to reflect the app.+
rent desireability (-)
of this tactic

thresholds-- used to dist'n-
guish random fluctuation from
iefinite trend e. g. Thres. =

3

2A. Engagement History as a function of
mtb sh

-- actionou r_- ambush
-- perceived force ratios

2B,. Engag--e't History
-- to reflect desireability(+-)

of engaging with more/less
iurce than force ratio required
dictate

- -enables player to change his strategy
fronm more cautious to more daring,
etc.
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COMMUNICATION ROUTINES

1. Administrator Information

2. Direct Information

3. Perception - Information

4. Perception - Action

5. Propaganda

6. Ripple

C-27
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Administrator Information

At the beginning of a move cycle, the information which the ad-

ministrators might observe is placed in an "adminisuator information

pool." If no administrator is present in a village, no information is

placed in the pool. As administratord are slain during the move

cycle, the corresponding information is blanked out. At the end of

the move cycle, the information left in the pool is transmitted to

the government.
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Direct Information

Direct village communications are of two forms. One is simple and

consists of one village's polling of a contiguous village's transmitted

variable array.

The second form is more complex. A village decides to communicate

with one or the other of the belligerents. Depending on his needs and

loyalty, the village will make requests, or give true information, or

give inaccurate information.
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Percept ion- informat ion

This routine determines what effect inconing information will have

on the perceiver's view of the world.

The new value of the perceived variable will fall in between the

old value (perviously perceived) a!nd the transmitted value. The amount

of change is determined by the affect of the perceiver toward the source

and by the nearness of the information to the perceiver's preconception.

The affect variable comes from the perceiver's perception of the closeness

of the source's loyalty variable to his own; from the history of veri-

fication of previous information transmissions from the source; and from

the extent to which the perceiver is committed to one side or the other.

C
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Looks Like Me?

LIM - (LOY P - (10 - PLOYs))S
kLLM =Looks like me Lo tSuc

LOYp= Loyalty of perceiver info, and calcuflate]
PLOYS= Perc. loyalty of source Aic

0 _ýLLM:! 10

Are We Committed?

AWC = 1 LAY i

AWC =Are we conmmitted ____

L0Yp Loyalty of perceiver [Afec HCA + LCA

0 -4-AWC f 5

Loyalty Component of Affect

LCA = LLM * AW'C
5

LCA Loyalty Component of Affect

0 :f LCA _-10

History Component of Affect
5 ~ #items verified - # disproved

3

Ax =X0 + (xT-xo) e -1LokatinforainCx

where

x potential change in variable xsetting
=o old setting of x variable

xT = transmitted setting of x variable

Ex= "$Credibility Constant" of x
variable

e=?
Define new variable

Y,, +,aAffect/15 setting

Is Info. Verifiable? Update verificationj

T table

# ver~iccis = #verifJieds ye-n
t anh L&-y-Enter-into UpdateK C

# verifieds =number of trans- potal
missions from S
verified to date.

Ex = "Credibility Constant"
enter for x variable
into &x= potential change of
pool x variable

K = constant



p<

Perception-action

The information perception routine provides a filter through which

transmitted information is received by the perceiver. The action per-

ception routine determines the effect on the perceiving villages of the

action implicft in the transmitted information.

The change in loyalty of the perceiver depends on the nearness of

the action to the location of the perceiver, the psychological typology

of the perceiver village, the action involved, the actor and the size

of the action, and the affect of the perceiver for the village where the

action took place.
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(j
Affect Calculation

If (LocA .eq. LoCp) Affect = 60Affeq. tow d onesecfarbitraCompare Location of ActionAffect toward oneself arbitrarily and of Perceiver and finddefined as four times maximum Affect
affect toward others.

If (LocA .eq. Contiguous Village
to Percei'ver)

Look up Affect in Affect Table
(See Info. Transmission Perception)

If (LocA .ne. self or neighbor)

Affect = 1 (small)

Perceptual Type Lookup

Look up 2oefficient (+ or - and fraction)
in m x n matrix where:

Calculate Potent.:alm = # of possible actions Effect of Action
n # of village psychological on Loyalty 71parameters

Potential Loyalty Change = AV x coefficient

where AV = change in the variable
•Lo alt =Affect

ALoyalty 15 x Pot. Loy. Change
'Calculate Actual

(Max. Village-Village Affect = 15) [Loyalty Change

If .* . 3)1 .and. [(L .RT. 5).and. IfJ L If weighted sum of(LN.LT.5)).or ((Lo-LT.5).and. Loyal-y Change and
(L,,G55 and. (Affect .6T. 15) Affect > Threshold,,and. A"Unfreeze" and change
Change 4.Type 8type

M, _34
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Propaganda

The essence of belligerent-ro-village communication is exaggeration.

Each belligerent will transmit information biased in his favor; he may

also grant requests and make demands. in addition, the belligerents may

transmit non-harmful, verifiable information. The size of the bias in

the information is determined by the propaganda routine.

C-39



All B_ _-_ variables set to "favorat".e"l settings. Compare real

with ideal settings and set number in between•, depending on past action

in village .-- if favorable, toward higher setting; if unfavorable, mere

toward real.
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Ripple

This routine provides for the passage of information outward from

a village in a manner analogous to the spreading of ripples in a pool

of water.

The village in which the action takes place provides information to

its contiguous villages after altering the information in a direction

favorable to the side the source village favors. Non-contiguous villages

receive less and less information (information being inversely proportional

to distance).

C AlC
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VILLAGE ROUTINES

Action

Resist

Warn

Cohesiveness

Loyalty

Election

C
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Action

Whenever the belligerent enters a village and intends to take an

action, the VILLAGE tCTION ROUTINE handles the village response to this

action. Certain actions are resistable or arguable, eg., recruitment,

impressment, etc. Other belligerent actions do not elicit a direct

response but affect loyalties and strategies, eg., return men, threaten, etc.

If the belligerent asks for information, the village must decide

whether to offer information or not, and if so, whether to tell the

truth or not.

Whatever the village response to a particular belligerent action,

the village re-evaluates its loyalty and stratiegy based on th. ,,nts

that have just taken place.

The village then may make any requests it wishes -- visit, no visit,

ambush, no ambush, administrator present, no administrator, return men.

Finally there are several actions which the village may initiate.

It may kill the administrator if it is loyal to insurgents and insurgents

did not visit the village this move. It may volunteer or enlist men if

it perceives that this will make a significant difference in ending the

game and it has men to spare.

C
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Resist

Based on a network of conditions the village may decide to resist,

argue, or accept certain belligerent actions, e*., enter village, recruit,

impress, leave ambush.

If the village decides to accept, obviously the belligerent performs

its intended action. If the village resists, then there is an engagement

and the losses are calculated. towever, if the village argues, the

belligerent must decide whether to go ahead w5.th the intended action, reduce

its demands, or terrorize the village (and go ahead with the intended

action).

C
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Warn

Whenever a oelligerent approaches a village, the

villagers must decic'e to give:

no warning

general warring

specific (size of ambush force)
warning

Both general and specific warnings may be either

true or false., The village may attempt to keep a belligerent

out by warning of an ambush when there is none. Similarly,

the village may attempt to lure a belligerent into an ambush

by giving a specific warning of an inferior ambush force size

when in fact it is superior.

The warning decision is affected by the village's

cohesiveness, loyalty, and village chief. As dissention

among villagers over such decisions increases, village elec-

tions are permitted.

C-49
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Cohesiveness - Loyalty - Election

Each village is represented by a village chief. Usually,

the village chief's decisions are implemented by the entire vil-

lage., However, the degree of agreement and cooperation among

the villagers on such decisions depends upon the cohesiveness of

the village. Since each village faction has its own perception and

personality, it develops its own loyalty., As the range of faction

loyalties increases, the degree of village cohesiveness decreases

and the number of disagreements increases, These bring with them

the need for a new village chief who more closely satisfies the de-

sires of the villagers. The village chief is chosen through the

village chief election.

C5
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LOYALTY

,. key(,.-a"-b keyLb(BP.. Np) + c. VL +d .A
A(t-tl =b+c +d

A L • Village loyalty change
Lt Village loyalty at time t
B Perceived Belligerent strength on a scale from LO - l0o
N Perceived Belligerent need for men on a scale from L9 - 10)
7 p Average other village loyalties (perceived)
AL Specific action weight (see table)
key Terror key ( 1 normal, 0 terrorized (no change))
a, b, c, d, Parameters describing village personality

In addition, coefficient a decreases over time if L (Village Loyalty)
is constant according to the equation:

at- =(at_, - a,) ; Q if 4L is 4.1

where:
at-, = coefficient setting last time
a1 = coefficient describing rate of decay

Initial Settings for Personality Coefficients (a, a,, b, c, d)

•• ~Per sonality

Coefficient Weak Moderate Mild Strong

a 1. 3 6 10
a0 . .25 .5 1
b 5. 4 3 2
c 5. 4 3 2
d 1. 1 2 3

Note: a starts initially at value set in table and decays at a rate, al,
when loyalty is static

Table of Action Weights (A)

Belligerent Action Taken Utility
Against Village Score

Killed Villagers -2
Reprisal -1
Impressment -1
Accepted False Warning -1
Killed Administrator +1
Paosed Information +1

C-54
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VILLAGE CHIEF ELECTION

Input p(winner)

loyalty
strategy for
each villager
popullation

rn+2i= A= i(n-l)Piy" -- P ij) + Pij

village# (I . .i. . .n)
action # (1. . .j. . .m)
loyalty 3 Pi, m+l
p(winner) 3pi, m+2
strategy weights pij

Scorei Aqormalized poýiulation)4
Normalized F-

SLargest Score. is chief.
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